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ABSTRACT
Turner, Simon. M.S.A.A., PurdueUniversity, December1992. A Feasibility Study
Regardingthe Addition of a Fifth Control to a Rotorcraft In-Flight Simulator. Major
Professor:DominickAndrisani,H.
This thesisevaluatestheadditionof a largemovablehorizontaltail surfaceto the
controlsystemof arotorcraftin-flight simulatorbeingdevelopedfrom aSikorskyUH-60A
BlackHawk Helicopter. Thecapabilitiesof thecontrol surfaceasa trim controlandasan
active control areexplored. The helicopterdynamicsaremodelled using the Generic
Helicoptersimulationprogramdevelopedby SikorskyAircraft. Theeffectof thehorizontal
tail on thehelicoptertrim envelopeis examinedbyplottingtrim mapsof theaircraftattitude
and controlsasa function of the flight speedand horizontaltail incidence. The control
powerof the tail surfacerelativeto that of theothercontrolsis examinedby comparing
control derivativesextractedfrom the simulationprogramover theflight speedenvelope.
Thehorizontaltail'scontributionasanactivecontrol is evaluatedusinganexplicit model
following controlsynthesisinvolving alinearmodelof thehelicopterin steady,level flight
ataflight speedof eightyknots.
The horizontal tail is found to provide additional control flexibility in the
longitudinalaxis. As atrim control,it provideseffectivecontrolof thetrim pitchattitudeat
mid to high forward speeds. As anactive control, the horizontal tail providesuseful
pitchingmomentgeneratingcapabilitiesatmid to highforwardspeeds.

CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
To support investigations regarding advanced rotorcraft dynamics and control
concepts in the next decade, NASA and the U.S. Army are currently developing a new
flight research vehicle, the Rotorcraft-Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory
(RASCAL) [1]. This aircraft will be utilized by programs such as the Superaugmented
Controls for Agile Maneuvering Performance (SCAMP) program, the Automated Nap-of-
the-Earth Flight (ANOE) program and the Rotorcraft Agility and Pilotage Improvement
Demonstration (RAPID) program. In addition to supporting these and other future research
programs, the RASCAL will also play an important role as a rotorcraft in-flight simulator.
This investigation is primarily concerned with the RASCAL's performance in the role of an
in-flight simulator.
Variable stability aircraft and in-flight simulation have been in existence for over
forty years. In 1976, NASA selected the Ames Research Center as its lead center for
rotorcraft research and development. In 1977, in cooperation with the U.S. Army, NASA
began operation of a UH-1H V/STOLAND variable stability helicopter for investigations
into guidance and control concepts as well as handling qualities specifications. In 1979,
the Ames Research Center acquired a CH-47B helicopter which was used extensively as a
variable stability aircraft and in-flight simulator until 1989. As a variable stability aircraft,
desired dynamics of the CH-47B could be selected and the resulting in-flight performance
could be evaluated. As an in-flight simulator, the CH-47B could be forced to behave like
another aircraft, with some restrictions, and the resulting in-flight performance of the
desired aircraft could be assessed using the CH-47B. The RASCAL is to be the next in-
flight simulation and experimentation platform with greater capabilities than its
predecessors.
In addition to the efforts of NASA and the U.S. Army, other organizations have
also been active in the field of rotorcraft in-flight simulation [2]. The National Aeronautical
Establishment of Canada has operated variable stability helicopters since 1961 [3,4]. The
German Aerospace Research Establishment is also active in the area of rotorcraft in-flight
simulation. This organization is currendy operating a BO-105 helicopter as an in-flight
simulator for the investigation of areas such as rotorcraft handling qualities and rotorcraft
flight control and guidance system concepts [5,6].
In rotorcraft research, the in-flight simulator plays a necessary role. It is used for
applications which require the high level of realism and pilot-in-the-loop characteristics
unique to an in-flight simulator, as opposed to a ground based simulation or unmanned
computer simulation. Some of the applications requiring in-flight simulation include
validation of ground based simulators, development of handling qualities specifications and
support of new rotorcraft designs.
In-flight simulation is required to validate and compliment ground-based simulation
due to the uncertainty involved in rotorcraft modelling and the inherent limitations of
ground-based simulators. It is frequently important that simulators accurately reproduce
pilot cues, including aural and visual cues, vehicle accelerations and environmental effects
such as turbulence and ground effect. In-flight simulators can be used to verify the
accuracy of ground-based simulator performance in these and other areas. Another
important consideration in simulation is the psychological effect on the pilot. The ground-
based simulator environment is less stressful than the in-flight environment. This factor
can cause the pilot to operate at a lower gain than he normally would, making critical flight
control problems difficult to detect.
In-flight simulators also play an important role in supporting the design and
development of new rotorcraft concepts by allowing designs to be tested and revised
without requiring manufacture of a prototype. The use of in-flight simulation reduces the
expense in the development stage by allowing design concepts to be tested in a highly
realistic environment through the use of the in-fLight simulator. Otherwise, a prototype
incorporating the desired concepts would have to be built and flown when it became
necessary to evaluate the system in a more realistic environment than ground based
simulators are capable of providing.
The usefulness of any in-flight simulator is limited by certain characteristics of the
host vehicle [5]. The number of independent controls available on the host aircraft limits
3the number of degrees of freedom that can be independently controUed. Since an aircraft
has sixrigidbody degrees of freedom, six independentcontrolsarc desirable.However, a
typicalhelicopterpossesses only four independent controls: longitudinalcyclicpitch,
lateralcyclicpitch,collectivepitch,tailrotorcollectivepitch.Control of allSixdegrees of
freedom would requireadditionallongitudinaland lateralforce or moment generating
capabilities. The Flight Research Dcparmacnt of the Calspan Corporation overcame this
limitation with its fixed wing Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS) by adding direct lateral force
control surfaces and throttle control to the simulator control system [7,8]. The control
power availablein each dcgrccof freedom isalsoan importantlimitationsinceitlimitsthe
amount of forceand moment thatthesimulatorcan generateineach axis. The speed of the
controlresponse ineach axisisan importantlimitationbecause itplacesa limiton the speed
of response of the simulatorineach axis.Finally,theflightenvelope of the host aircraftis
important because itlimitsthe operationalflightenvelope of the simulator. For the
RASCAL to bc an effectivein-flightsimulator,each of these issuesmust be addressed
duringitsdevelopment.
The baseline vehicle for the RASCAL is the Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopter.This helicopterwas selectedbecause itbestsatisfiedthe criteriasetby NASA
and the U.S. Army [I]. For example, it is more agile and maneuverable than its
predecessor,the CH-47B, and alsomore receptivetohigh bandwidth flightcontroldue toa
stifferotor head. In the development of the UH-60A intothe RASCAL platform,the
helicopterwillbe equipped with a high qualitydata acquisitionsystem, a programmable
flightcontrolcomputer and high-performance actuators.The physicalcomponents of the
aircraftwhich provide control of itsmotion arc itsmain rotor,tailrotor and movable
horizontaltaft.
The principleinterestof thisthesisisthe Black Hawk's movable horizontaltail,or
stabilator.The stabilatorisa largeaerodynamic tailsurfacecommanded by a flightcontrol
computer and is currently automatically programmed to improve the aircraft's static and
dynamic stability in forward flight. However, in an in-flight simulator application, the
stabilator could be incorporated into the flight control system as a fifth independent control.
At mid to high forward speeds, this large aerodynamic surface can generate significant lift
and drag forces and substantial pitching moments. This capability could conceivably
provide the flight control system with additional control of the aircraft's trim characteristics
as well as provide a greater degree of control of the aircraft motion in its six degrees of
4freedom. The extent to which this extra capability can safely be exploited, as well as the
attendant design issues, is of interest in the development of the RASCAL.
The objective of this thesis is to examine the capabilities of the horizontal stabilator
over the flight envelope of the UH-60A and to evaluate some of the benefits and limitations
involved in adding it to the RASCAL's flight control system. The following sections
include a brief statement of purpose, a description of the approach taken in this
investigation, a discussion of the results obtained and a summary of the conclusions.
CHAPTER2.
STATEMENTOFPURPOSE
Theobjectiveof this investigationis to evaluatethecapabilitiesandlimitationsof
theBlackHawk'shorizontalstabilatorandto determinehow thestabilatorcanbeexploited
to expandthein-flight simulationcapabilitiesof theRotorcraft-AircrewSystemsConcepts
Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL) being developed at the Ames ResearchCenter.
Fundamentally,theadditionof thestabilatorcanenhancetheperformanceof the in-flight
simulatorby makinga fifth control availableto the simulator. This fifth control canbe
exploitedin tworoles: anadditionaltrim controlandanadditionalactivecontrol.
Thestabilatoraffectsthe'trimstateof the aircraft by generating aerodynamic lift and
drag forces which depend on the stabilator's incidence and the flight speed of the aircraft.
Due to the distance between the stabilator and the aircraft center of gravity, the aerodynamic
forces acting on the stabilator will also result in torques on the aircraft about its center of
gravity. The effect of the stabilator on the trim conditions of the aircraft over its flight
envelope is one of the primary areas of interest in this research. This thesis investigates the
effect of the stabilator on the trim conditions of the aircraft and shows how the stabilator
could be used to provide increased control over the trim conditions of the aircraft.
Due to its ability to generate aerodynamic forces and moments about the center of
gravity, the stabilator also offers some additional control over the aircraft's dynamics. As
an active control, the stabilator could enhance the active control system of the aircraft by
providing an additional independent control input. The current aircraft offers four
independent controls but the addition of the stabilator to the flight control system could
offer a fifth independent control. If the stabilator has sufficient force and moment
generating capabilities, it could be used together with the other four controls to provide a
wider range of control over the aircraft's six rigid body degrees of freedom. This thesis
evaluates the force and moment generating capabilities of the stabilator through a
6comparisonwith the othercontrols. Thedegree of improvement in dynamic simulation
fidelity that the stabilator could offer the in-flight simulator is examined through a control
system application representative of the kind of control system that would be used by an in-
flight simulator.
CHAPTER3,
BACKGROUND
The purpose of this investigation is to study the potential contribution of the Black
Hawk's movable horizontal tail, or stabilator, to the flight control system of the RASCAL.
The first step in this analysis was to obtain a suitable representation of the UH-60A Black
Hawk helicopter. As a result, this investigation was carried out in a non-real time
computational environment using two different mathematical models of the Black Hawk: a
non-linear FORTRAN simulation program and a linear state space model.
The non-linear, full flight envelope FORTRAN simulation program [10,11],
referred to as GENHEL (GENeral HELicopter Simulation Program), was used to examine
the effect of the stabilator on the trim properties of the helicopter and to estimate the
stabilatoes force and moment generating capabilities over its flight speed envelope in level
flight. The effect of the stabilator on the trim state of the aircraft was evaluated by using
GENHEL to trim the aircraft over a range of stabilator settings and flight speeds. To
estimate the stabilator's force and moment generating capabilities over the flight speed
range, GENHEL was used to extract first order derivatives of the aircraft forces and
moments with respect to the stabilator and pilot controls over the flight speed range.
Taking into account the maximum travel of the different controls, this provided a method to
compare the force and moment generating capabilities of the stabilator to the capabilities of
the other available controls.
The linear, state space model, derived from GENHEL, was used to study the
influence of the stabilator on the stability properties of the helicopter and was also used in a
model following flight control application. To evaluate the influence of the stabilator on the
vehicle's stability characteristics, linear models were used to study the linear stability
properties of the aircraft about a particular trim state over the range of stabilator settings.
Incorporating the stabilator into an active control design allowed the demand on the
stabilator, in an active role, to be assessed. The effect of the speed of response of the
8stabilator on the performance of the model following system was also studied by varying
the stabilator's speed of response and evaluating the resulting performance.
3,1 The UH-60A Black Hawk
The aircraft being studied in this investigation is the Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopter developed for the U.S. Army under the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft
System CLITTAS) program. The Black Hawk is a medium sized, single main rotor
helicopter as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Reference 9 provides a more complete description of
the aircrafL Table 3.1 presents the nominal configuration used in this study. The reference
frames for the measurement of the center of gravity location are illustrated in Appendix A.
Table 3.1. Inertia Properties of the UH-60A Black Hawk
Weight (in flighO
Fuselage Station CG
Waterline Station CG
16825.0 Lb.
355.0 In.
248.2 In.
Buttline Station CG 0.0 In.
Ixx
it/
Izz
Ixz
4659.0 Slu s ft 2
38512.0 Slu8 ft 2
36796.0 Slug ft 2
1882.0 Slug ft 2
Of interest to this investigation is the flight control system of the aircraft. The
primary pilot controls are the longitudinal cyclic stick, lateral cyclic stick, collective lever
and pedals. The longitudinal and lateral cyclic stick allow the pilot to control the orientation
of the main rotor thrust vector with respect to the fuselage by allowing the pilot to control
the pitch of the rotor blades cyclically. The collective lever allows the pilot to control the
magnitude of the main rotor thrust by allowing the pitch of the rotor blades to be controlled
collectively. The pedals allow the pilot to command yawing moment by allowing control of
the collective pitch of the tail rotor blades. The pilot controls are linked to the control boost
actuators which assist the pilot in manipulating the control linkages. The boost actuators
are linked to the mixing box where the controls are mechanically mixed together in an effort
to reduce inter-axis coupling of the aircraft responses. It should be noted that the mixing
FUSELAGE WlOTH
_7 FEET - g INCHES--
L
q_,oi?ii°.,__
j M"N NOIN00.,I
_--9 FEET 16iNCHES--'I
STASILATOR WIOTH
--14FEET , INCHES-- T01AIL?T:O,
• || FEET 7
-- 12 FEET. . /
4 INCHES MAIN ROTOR DIAMETER 2 | INCHES _: _ f I_
-- $3 FEET. S INCHES "_' , II
, .T ' \ I
LENGTH.O*ORSA.O,LON'OLOE°'*FEET'INCHES_ I I
FUSELAGE LENGTH SO FEET. 7 S INCHES -_ I
OVERALL LENGTH &4 FEET • 10 INCHES _1
Hgu_ 3.1 Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk Helicopter
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box is a mechanical device with a fixed schedule so the control mixing is fixed and
independent of any variables such as airspeed. The mixing box outputs are linked to the
primary servos which control the pitch of the main rotor and tail rotor blades. The pilot
control limits are presented in Table 3.2.
Unlike the main rotor and tail rotor systems, the stabilator does not respond directly
to pilot control inputs. The stabilator is a large horizontal tail, hinged by its leading edge to
the helicopter and driven by dual electric screwjack actuators. On the standard helicopter,
the stabilator system is automatically programmed to serve several purposes [9]. At low
speeds, the stabilator is aligned with the main rotor downwash to minimize nose up attitude
that wc _result from downwash. At higher speeds, the stabilator incidence is decreased
to proviue improved longitudinal static stability. In forward flight, the stabilator is
programmed toimprove dynamic stabilityby providingpitchratefeedback tothe stabilator,
itisprogananed tominimize pitchexcursionsdue tocollectiveinputsby feedingcoUcctivc
leverpositionback to the stabilatorand itisprogranmned to reduce the pitching motion
induced by the tailrotorina lateralgustby feedingback lateralaccelerationto thestabilator.
The stabilatorcontrollimitsarealsopresentedinTable 3.2.
Table 3.2. UH-60A Control Deflection Conventions
Longitudinal Cyclic Stick
Collective Lever
Lateral Cyclic Stick
Pedals
Stabilator
Forward 0.0 Inches
Aft 10.0 Inches
Down 0.0 Inches
Ip 10.0 Inches
Left 0.0 Inches
Ri_ht 10.0 Inches
Left 0.0 Inches
RiOtt 5.37 Inches
Up -8.0 Degrees
Down 40.0 De_'ees
In this investigation, the actuators between the pilot controls and the main and tail
rotor have been modelled using only constant gains. The mixing box was included in the
model of the flight control system and has also been modelled using constant gains. The
stabilator control laws were removed and the stabilator control system has been modelled as
11
Figure 3.2 Body Fixed Axis System
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a f'u'st order actuator, the production hardware having a time constant of 0.113 seconds.
The axis system used in this investigation is a body fixed coordinate system with its
origin at the aircraft's center of gravity and is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The X axis points
toward the nose of the aircraft and is parallel to the centerline of the aircraft, the Z
axispoints toward the bottom of the aircraft and, consequently, the Y axis points toward the
starboard side of the aircraft. All forces (X,Y,Z) and moments (L,M,N) are referred to this
axis system. All translational and rotational accelerations, velocities and displacements arc
also referred to in this axis system.
3.2 Full Flight Envelope. Non-Linear Model
The non-linear model of the UH-60A used in this analysis to provide trim
conditions and force and moment derivatives is a non-real time computer simulation model
based on the Sikorsky Aircraft General Helicopter Flight Dynamics Simulation (GENHEL)
and modified at NASA Ames [10,11]. As part of a continuing program conducted by
NASA and the Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate to improve rotorcraft flight
simulation, GENHEL has been developed as a simulation program with the fidelity
necessary for handling qualities research and for research into advanced control concepts.
GENHEL is a non-linear, full flight envelope, blade element model of the single main rotor
UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter and is valid for a full range of angle of attack, sideslip and
rotor inflow. The model includes six rigid body degrees of freedom, and also main rotor
flapping, lagging, air-mass and hub-rotational degrees of freedom.
GENHEL is based on a group of modularized FORTRAN subroutines which are
mathematical representations of the major force and moment producing subsystems of the
aircraft. These modules include the main rotor dynamics, engine and gearbox dynamics,
tail rotor dynamics, fuselage and empennage aerodynamics, and the flight control system
dynamics including sensors and actuators. All aerodynamics are modeUed using wind
tunnel test data. Appendix B presents more details about the model of the stabilator used in
the simulation model particularly its aerodynamic characteristics.
To investigate the effectiveness of the stabilator as a trim control, trim conditions
were generated for the aircraft using the GENHEL program. To trim the aircraft, once the
mass of the vehicle and its center of gravity location are f'LXed, the desired airspeed, flight
13
path angle, heading angle and stabilator incidence must be specified. The program then
uses an iterative procedure to trim the aircraft by reducing the linear and angular
accelerations of the aircraft to a specified convergence criteria. This is achieved by
manipulating six independent variables to balance the forces and moments acting in the six
degrees of freedom. The independent variables used by the program are the longitudinal
cyclic stick, latin1 cyclic stick, collective lever, pedals, pitch attitude and either roll angle or
horizontal flight path angle. At low speeds, roU angle is used and at speeds greater than
sixty knots, horizontal flight path angle is used. The trim procedure was Limited by the
control travel limits of the pilot's controls, which are listed in Table 3.2.
To investigate the control power of the stabilator relative to the other controls,
GENHEL was used to generate force and moment derivatives with respect to the pilot
controls. The program uses a double sided, small perturbation linear extraction method.
One control is perturbed by a small amount, while all others are held f'Lxed, and the rotor
dynamics arc given a few rotor cycles to reach steady state. The resulting changes in the
forces and moments are recorded and then the aircraft is retrimmed and the process is
repeated except that the control is perturbed in the opposite direction. The average of the
resulting change in each force and moment is divided by the magnitude of the perturbation
to yield the appropriate derivative. After each derivative extraction, the aircraft is retrimmed
before extracting the next derivative.
3.3 Linear. Small Perturbation Model
To study the stabilatofs role as an active control, as well as its effect on the stabiLity
of the helicopter, a linear model of the helicopter was required. The model used in this
study was a thirty state, small perturbation, linear model provided by a computer program
which was developed at the University of Maryland for NASA to provide high order linear
models of the Black Hawk [12,13]. This computer program was based on the code from
the GENHEL simulation program. The linear model states and inputs represent small
perturbations from the trim values of the variables describing the dynamics of the aircraft
and the control inputs. The linear model state vector (x) includes states representing the
rigid body dynamics, rotor flapping and lead-lag dynamics and the air mass and rotor blade
twist dynamics. The linear model input vector (Sa) includes the input to the stabilator
actuator and the inputs from the cockpit controls to the pilot boost actuators which send the
pilot commands to the control linkages and servos responsible for changing the pitch of the
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mainrotor and tail rotor blades.
The trim state chosen for this analysis was steady, level, forward flight at eighty
knots. A complete summary of the trim state of the aircraft is presented in Appendix C.
The trim stabilator incidence was chosen to be ten degrees trailing edge down. This results
in a trim pitch attitude of 0.2 degrees and allows approximately twenty degrees of stabilator
travel in either direction before the stabilator deflection reaches the physical limits on the
aircraft. However, the stabilator aerodynamic data presented in Appendix B indicate that
the stabilator's lift generating capability is only linear for stabilator deflections of up to
fifteen degrees from the zero lift position. The pilot controls are also trimmed
approximately at the center of their allowable travel.
The resulting thirty state linear model is presented in Appendix D. It should be
pointed out that the linear model results from a linearization procedure about the chosen
trim conditions. Due to the small perturbation assumption associated with the linearization
procedure, the linear model is only valid for small state and control perturbations about the
trim values. Large perturbations will excite non-linear behavior in the actual aircraft which
the Linear model cannot predict. In this investigation, only small amplitude motion was
examined and so the linear model was assumed to be sufficiently accurate.
3.3.1 Linear Model Reduction
The thirty state model is useful for examining the behavior of the helicopter over a
large frequency range but is too cumbersome for control law design. Therefore, for the
purposes of control law design, the thirty state model was reduced to an eight state linear
model which models only the six rigid body degrees of freedom. The linear model was
reduced from thirty states to eight states as follows. The thirty state model is fast
partitioned into the states to be kept (Xl) and the states to be discarded (x2).
The states to be discarded (xz) are the rotor states, the structural twist states, and the rotor
inflow states. These states correspond to high frequency dynamics and are not necessary
when studying the low frequency, rigid body behavior of the aircraft. To eliminate these
states they are assumed to be constant which is equivalent to setting their derivatives equal
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to zero. The second equation now provides the statesto be discarded (x2)in terms of the
desiredstates(xl)and the inputs(8,).
This approach assumes thattheF22 matrix has fullrank. This equation isthen substituted
intothe firstequation to obtaina new stateequation forthe desired states(Xl)only. The
resultinglinearmodel isof theform
{,,}=
where theFs and Os matricesarcgiven by theequations
Fs = F11 - FI2F_.F21
G 8 = O 1 - F{iF_G 2
In thisinvestigation,verticalvelocity(w) was replaced with flightpath angle (y)and all
angularunitswere convertedfrom radianstodegrees. The statesand controlsof the linear
model arcgiven by thevectors .
x1=[uyq 0 v p 0 r]T
The resultingeightstatelinearmodel isalsopresentedinAppendix D.
It must be pointed out that this reduced model is 'quasi-steady' with respect to the
rotor degrees of freedom. In the model reduction process, the discarded, higher order
states, including the rotor dynamics, are assumed to be constant. Since the rotor dynamics
are assumed to be constant, the eight state model only accounts for the rigid body
dynamics. Frequency responses comparing the higher order model with the reduced model
are presented in Appendix E. From the frequency responses, it can bc seen that the
responses of the two models to main rotor inputs match for frequencies below 2-3 radians
per second. At and above 2-3 radians per second, the higher frequency dynamics introduce
additional phase lag that is not predicted by the eight state model. The additional phase lag
introduced by the rotor degrees of freedom is not included in the eight state model so it only
matches the high order model at frequencies below the natural frequencies of the rotor
dynamics. It is interesting to note that the response to the tail rotor and stabilator show no
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difference between the thirty state model and the eight state model at higher frequencies.
This is due to the fact that the higher frequency dynamics in the thirty state model represent
main rotor dynamics only.
Since the eight state model excludes the rotor dynamics, it is sufficient for the study
of rigid body motion but is inappropriate for high bandwidth flight control design. It has
been shown in the past that the design of high bandwidth rotorcraft flight control systems
using models that exclude the rotor dynamics can result in feedback control laws which
have a tendency to destabilize the rotor dynamics [14-15]. In this investigation, the
primary interest is the stabilatofs contribution to the in-flight simulation of rigid body
dynamics. The eight state model will be used for control law design but the thirty state
model will be used to insure that the feedback gains are within reason and to provide a
more realistic prediction of the aircraft's response to control inputs.
3.3.2 Linear Stability Analysis
Once the linear model was obtained, the eight state dynamics matrix (Fs) was
decomposed into its eigenvalues and eigenvectors to gain insight into the natural modes of
motion of the unaugmented aircraft. The eigenvalues of the eight state model are listed in
Table 3.3. The eigenvalues reveal that there is one unstable mode contained in the eight
state model which is primarily longitudinal motion consisting of forward speed and
pitching motion. This is a forward speed divergence mode caused by aerodynamic loads
on the aircraft [16]. The rotor response to an increase in forward speed will cause the rotor
to "blow back" causing the helicopter to pitch up and decrease the forward speed and return
to its trim state. While the rotor encourages a stable response, fuselage aerodynamics,
particularly the stabilator, may not. If the stabilator is carrying an upward load, an increase
in airspeed will cause an increase in the aerodynamic force and, therefore, an increase in
nose down pitching moment causing the aircraft to diverge from its trim state. If, as a
result of a perturbation, the magnitude of the nose down pitching moment generated by the
fuselage and stabilator is greater than the nose up pitching moment generated by the main
rotor, the aircraft will pitch down causing a further speed increase and result in a
divergence in speed and pitch attitude. Since the stabilator was trimmed at ten degrees
trailing edge down, and since the trim pitch attitude is only 0.2 degrees nose down, the
stabilator local angle of attack is positive. This results in an upward load on the stabilator
and so, at this trim state, the stabilator contributes to this instability.
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Table 3.3 Eigenvalues of the Eight State Model of the Unaugrnented Aircraft Trimmed
at Eighty Knots with the Stabilator Ten Degrees Trailing Edge Down
F.i envalues
+ 0.4758
- 0.1754
- 0.0683 4" 0.2867
- 0.4219 4- 1.5228
-2.0178
-2.9196
Mode Characteristics
Forward Speed and Pitching
Yawin_
Forward and Lateral Velocity
Pitching, Rolling and Yawing
Pitching and Rolling
Rollin_
To appreciate the effect of the trim incidence of the stabilator on the natural modes
of motion of the aircraft, linear models were derived over a range of trim values of
stabilator incidence, from forty degrees down to eight degrees up in increments of five
degrees. A locus of the eigenvalues of the different models are presented in Figure 3.3.
This locus indicates that when the aircraft is trimmed in steady, level flight at eighty knots,
it possesses the divergent speed stability mode regardless of the stabilator incidence though
the stabilator setting does have a significant impact on the unstable pole. The unstable pole
is largest when the stabilator is at its maximum positive incidence of forty degrees,
however the divergence pole is closest to the origin when the the aircraft's pitch attitude is
near zero. This shows that the stabilator incidence is not exclusively responsible for the
instability since the pole corresponding to the instability is in the right half plane regardless
of the position of the stabilator.
Since the thirty state linear model will be used to represent the actual aircraft in the
evaluation of the a control laws designed using the eight state model, the effect of the model
reduction procedure on the unstable pole needs to be addressed. Using residualization to
reduce the order of the linear model preserves the accuracy of the model at low frequency,
which was pointed out in Section 3.3.1 and illustrated by the frequency response
comparisons contained in Appendix E. To evaluate the effect of the model reduction
procedure on the locations of the low frequency eigenvalues of the model, the low
frequency eigenvalues of the thirty state linear model were compared to the eigenvalues of
the eight state model by plotting them on the complex plane. This comparison is presented
in Figure 3.4 and shows that the eigenvalues within one radian per second are virtually
unchanged by the model reduction procedure. This includes the unstable eigenvalue which
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only moves from a value of 0.4772 radians per second to 0.4758 radians per second when
the model is reduced.
3.4 Model Followin_ Control Synthesis
An explicit model following control law was used to evaluate the stabilator in an in-
flight simulation application. Using the explicit model following methodology, control
laws with and without the stabilator were designed using the eight state linear model
described in Section 3.3.1. The control laws were applied to the thirty state model and the
resulting systems were used to evaluate the contribution of the stabilator by comparing the
performance of a design including the stabilator with one that excluded the stabilator. This
application was also used to evaluate the effect that a stabilator actuator pole has on the
performance of the system The control law design is described in Reference [7].
The control law used in this investigation consists of three components which
include feedback gains to provide stability and sensitivity reduction, a linear model of the
desired dynamics and feedforw.ard gains to provide model following. Figure 3.5 presents
a diagram of the control synthesis. The command inputs (5c), which would be input by the
research pilot flying the in-flight simulator, pass through the model of the desired dynamics
generating the desired responses (Xm). To produce the control inputs to the actuators (8_),
the command inputs and the model states pass through the feedforward gains (Ks and Kx)
and arc summed with the feedback signal which results from feeding back the aircraft states
through the feedback gains (Kfb). The purpose of the resulting control inputs is to cause
the aircraft to duplicate the response of the model to the command inputs. If the aircraft
possesses an independent control input for every degree of freedom, it is theoretically
possible to cause the aircraft to duplicate the response of the model exactly [17]. If there
are fewer control inputs than degrees of freedom, it will generally not be possible to
provide perfect model following since the degrees of freedom of the aircraft can not be
controlled independently.
The feedback component consists of a constant feedback gain matrix (Kfb) through
which the states of the aircraft arc fed back to the aircraft control inputs (Sa) to stabilize the
aircraft and reduce the sensitivity of the lateral-directional degrees of freedom. The values
of the feedback gains were determined by closing one feedback loop at a time beginning
with the fastest loop. To suppress the lateral-directional response to longitudinal inputs,
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Figure 3.5 Explicit Model Following Control Design
roll rate (p) and roll attitude (4)) were first fed back to the lateral cyclic (_ and then yaw
rate (r) and the integral of the yaw rate (Sr) were fed back to the pedals (Sped). To feed back
the integral of the yaw rate, it was necessary to add an additional state to the system
representing the integral of the yaw rate dr). This increased the number of states of the
linear model to nine. After the roll and yaw loops were closed, the pitch rate (q) and pitch
attitude (0) were fed back to the longitudinal cyclic (81on) to stabilize the unstable
longitudinal mode. Appendix F presents a more detailed description of the feedback
control law design.
The feedforward component consists of the model of the desired dynamics and the
feedforward gain matrices (Ks, Kx) needed to feed the commands (8c) and model states
(Xm) forward to the aircraft control inputs (Sa) to cause the aircraft to follow the model.
Once the linear model of the aircraft and the linear model of the desired dynamics were
obtained and the feedback loops were closed, the feedforward gains required for model
following (Ks, Kx) could be determined. Before computing the feedforward gains, the
state vectors of the linear models representing the aircraft dynamics and the desired
dynamics were divided into the longitudinal states and the lateral-directional states and the
matriceswere partitioned as follows:
{,,}:r,',,-<,,,<,.,,,Aircraft: X2 LF21-G2Kfol F22-G2Kfb2J[x2J + {Sa}
xi=[u y q O] T
x2=[v p _ r lrl T
8i = [ _1on 8col _at _d iht ]T
Ki_, = [ Ktbl Kfb2 ]
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Model: Xml "- FmllXml + Gml_c
im2(t) = Xm2(t) = O Vt
gml--[Um Yra Gin 0m]T
Xm2ffi[Vm Pm rm Irm]r
q_c = [ Ue TcOc] T
Since the stabilator generates forces and moments which are primarily in the
longitudinal plane of the aircraft, its contribution to the longitudinal dynamics was of
primary interest. The model of the longitudinal dynamics was chosen to be fairly
representative of the kind of demands placed on an in-flight simulator and is presented in
Appendix G. The states of the model of the desired longitudinal dynanfics include the
forward velocity (urn), flight path angle (Tin), pitch rate (qm) and pitch attitude (0m). The
inputs to the system are the commanded forward velocity (ue), flight path angle (Tc) and
pitch attitude (0c). Each degree of freedom is to be controlled exclusively by one input,
which is indicated by the decoupled control matrix (Gin1). Coupling between the
longitudinal degrees of freedom is also undesirable, which is indicated by the decoupled
longitudinal dynamics matrix (Fml 1)- Irl this study, the lateral-directional responses of the
in-flight simulator were desired to be as small as possible. This is specified in the model of
the desired dynamics by setting the lateral-directional model states and state rates equal to
zero for all time.
The feedforward gains were computed by specifying that the states of the aircraft
match the states of the model. This results in the following requirements:
X -- X m
_" Xm
While only the three longitudinalcontrolinputs (_on,8coliht)are required to cause the
three longitudinal degrees of freedom to follow the model, the two lateral-directional
controls (_lat, _d) wer_ also utilized in the feedforward control to improve the model
following performance by reducing the coupling from the command inputs (8c) and the
longitudinal states (xl) to the lateral-directional states (x2). The required control law was
determined in terms of the model states (Xm) and the command inputs (8c) by substituting
the model states into the state equation of the aircraft and then setting the state equation of
the aircraft equal to the state equation of the model. This provides the resulting equality:
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Solving for the required control inputs to the actuators (_it) yields the control law required
to approximately achieve the model following requirements. The resulting control law is
given by the expression
+ Gml
{8,} = L
As a result, the feedforward gain matrices are given by the expressions:
Kx = G + -Fml 1 - (FI 1 - G1Krol )"
- (F21 - G2Kfbl)
_+PGml
The feedforward control, including the feedforward gains and the model of the desired
dynamics, can be combined with the aircraft model to yield the total system equations
which are given by:
IF°K.x2 = F21 - G2Ktbl
Xml 0
F12-G1Kfb 2 G1Kx]f xi
F22 -G2Kfb2 G2KxJl x20 Fml 1 Xml
rGlK_i ]
[.Oml J
To cause the longitudinal states to follow the model states the GIK_ and G1Kx terms feed
the commanded inputs and the states of the model of the desired response into the
longitudinal equations. To minimize the lateral-directional response, the G2Irq term is used
to reduce the coupling from the commanded inputs (5c) to the lateral-directional states while
the G2Kx term is used to reduce the coupling from the longitudinal states to the lateral-
directional states.
Since the G matrix has more columns than rows, it cannot have a true inverse and
the left inverse must be used to determine the feedforward gains. The G + term represents
the left inverse of the aircraft G matrix. There are a number of ways to determine G + and
the method used depends on the design goals. The left inverse was computed as follows:
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If there were as many controls inputs as degrees of freedom, the product GG + in the
feedforward terms would be diagonal. This would allow perfect model following in all
degrees of freedom. If there are fewer control inputs than degrees of freedom, the product
GG + will not be diagonal and perfect model following will not be achieved. However, if it
is acceptable to attempt to achieve model following in only as many degrees of freedom as
there are control inputs, then G+ can be computed such that the product GG + will be
diagonal except for the rows corresponding to the unconstrained degrees of freedom. To
compute the left inverse which will achieve this goal, the rows in the G matrix
corresponding the equations representing the degrees of freedom to be left unconstrained
are set to zero. This is accomplished by multiplying the G matrix by a diagonal weighting
matrix (W') which is an identity matrix that may have one or more of its diagonal elements
equal to zero. Premultiplying the G matrix by this weighting matrix allows selected rows
of the G matrix to be set equal to zero as desired. The weighted G matrix is defined as
follows:
¢3 = WG
This weighted G matrix is used to determine the left inverse as follows:
G+ = ((3T(_)-1(3 T
Using this left inverse will cause the rows of GG + corresponding to the degrees of freedom
to be controlled to be equal to rows of an identity matrix of the same dimension as GG ÷.
With this approach, the model following error will come from coupling from the
uncontrolled degrees of freedom. In this investigation, when five controls were available,
the lateral velocity (v) was left uncontrolled due to its relatively small effect on the
longitudinal states. When only four controls are available, the forward velocity (u) and the
lateral velocity (v) were left uncontrolled so the flight path angle (T) and the angular rates
(p, q, r) could be controlled.
To examine the performance of the stabilator using a more realistic model, the
control laws were applied to the thirty state linear model. Though the control gains were
designed using the eight state linear model, they were evaluated using the thirty state model
to allow the higher order dynamics of the main rotor to be taken into account in the
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examination of the performance of the model following system. The control laws designed
using the rigid body linear model cannot account for the coupling introduced by the higher
order states. As a result, the coupling from the uncontrolled, higher order states to the rigid
body states will also introduce error into the model following performance of the in-flight
simulator.
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CHAPTER 4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the results of the investigations into the stabilator's trim
effectiveness, its force and moment generating capabilities and its usefulness as an active
control. The results of the trim investigation are presented in the form of trim maps of the
six independent variables used to trim the aircraft over the flight speed range. The trim
maps are used to show the effect of the stabilator on the trim variables. The results of the
control power investigation are presented in the form of a comparison of the stabilator's
control power with the control power of the pilot controls over the flight speed range. The
effectiveness of the stabilator as an active control is evaluated using a model following
flight control synthesis. A control system is designed with and without the stabilator as a
fifth control and the performance of the resulting systems is compared. The impact of the
stabilator's actuator speed is also examined using the model following control synthesis.
4,1 Trim Analysis
The influence of the stabilator on the trim properties of the aircraft was evaluated by
trimming the aircraft in steady, level flight over a range of flight speeds and stabilator
settings. As described in Section 3.2, the aircraft is in trim when the forces and moments
acting in the six different degrees of freedom of the aircraft are balanced. All forces and
moments are referred to using the axis system described in Section 3.1. In this
investigation, the airspeed was varied between zero and 120 knots in increments of ten
knots. The trim routine had difficulty converging at flight speeds at and above 120 knots
so this was chosen to be the maximum airspeed. The stabilator incidence was varied
between its stops, forty degrees trailing edge down to eight degrees trailing edge up in
increments of five degrees. At higher airspeeds, where the stabilator is more effective, the
demand on the longitudinal cyclic control exceeded its aft limit in the trim routine when the
stabilator was at extreme positive incidences and so only the trim conditions where all
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dependent variableswere between the appropriatelimitsare presented.The controllimits
consistentwith thisinvestigationarepresentedinTable 3.2.
Given a constant rotor speed of 27.0 radians per second and a f'LXed center of
gravity location, the trim flight conditions are uniquely selected by choosing the aircraft's
mass (m), flight speed (V), flight path angle (Yv) and stabilator incidence (ih0. The forces
and moments in the six degrees of freedom are simultaneously balanced by manipulating
six independent variables. In this investigation, the six variables used to trim the aircraft
were the longitudinal cyclic stick (_o0, collective lever (8col), pitch attitude (O), lateral
cyclicstick(81_),pedals (Sped)and eitherrollattitude(O) or horizontalflightpath angle
(YO,depending on the flightspeed. Three of the trim equationsresultf_om balancing the
aerodynamic forces(X,Y,Z) and gravitationalforcesactingalong each of the axes. The
otherthreeresultfrom balancingtheaerodynamic moments (L,M,N) actingabout the center
of gravity. The resultingsix equations must be solved simultaneously to determine the
necessary values of the sixtrim variables.The trimequations can be representedby the
followingsixequations:
X-Force:
Y-Force:
Z-Force:
Rolling Moment:
Pitching Moment:
Yawing Moment:
Z X(81on, 8col, O, 81_t, _, )/Yh; V, W, ihO -mg sin@ = 0
Z Y(Slon, 8col, @, 81_, 8_, ¢/_; V, 7_, ihO 4- mg sinO = 0
Z(81on, 8col, O, 81.), _d, ¢/_h; V, 7v, iht) + mg cosO = 0
Z L(_on, 8cob 0, 81.), Sped, )/_/h; V, 7v, ihO = 0
M(SIon, 8cob @, 81.t, _, _/_; V, "_, iht) = 0
Z N(81on,_col,O, 81at,8peal,¢/Yh;V, Yv,iht)= 0
In this investigation, the trim conditions were determined numerically using the GENHEL
program. As described in Section 3.2, an iterative procedure was used to reduce the three
linear and three rotational accelerations below a predetermined convergence criterion.
Since the stabilator is a large horizontal aerodynamic surface, it generates forces and
moments that are directly dependent on both the airspeed and the local angle of attack of the
stabilator. The local angle of attack of the stabilator is composed of the stabilator incidence
with respect to the fuselage (ih0, the trim pitch attitude (O) and the downwash from the
main rotor (F.n_) and fuselage (eft) and is given by the expression
O_t = O + iht+ _ + _._
Since the forces and moments produced by the stabilator depend on the stabilator incidence,
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so will the trim values of the six variables required to balance the forces and moments
acting on the aircraft. Of particular interest is the sensitivity of the six independent trim
variables to the stabilator incidence over the flight speed range.
4.1.1 Lon_tudinal Trim
Longitudinal trim is achieved by causing the forces along the X-axis (horizontal
forces), the forces along the Z-axis (vertical forces) and the moments about Y-axis
(pitching moments) to be balanced resulting in zero net linear and rotational acceleration in
the longitudinal plane of the aircraft. This is primarily achieved through the use of the
longitudinal cyclic and collective controls and the pitch attitude. In the longitudinal plane of
the aircraft, defined by the X and Z axes, the longitudinal cyclic and collective controls
determine the orientation of the main rotor with respect to the fuselage while the pitch
attitude determines the orientation of the fuselage with respect to the flight path. By
manipulating these three variables, the fuselage and main rotor can be oriented in such a
way that the horizontal and vertical forces and pitching moments acting on the aircraft are
roughly balanced. To be rigorous, the lateral cyclic, pedals and roll attitude/horizontal
flight path angle also play a role in trimming the longitudinal forces and moments due to
coupling between the degrees of freedom.
The stabilator, as an aerodynamic surface, will add components of vertical and
horizontal force to the force summations and, due to the moment arm between the stabilator
and the center of gravity, it will also add a component of pitching moment to the pitching
moment summation. Different stabilator settings will require different trim values of
longitudinal cyclic, collective and pitch attitude to balance the longitudinal forces and
moment acting on the aircraft. Since the loads on the stabilator also depend on the local
dynamic pressure, the stabllator will generate larger forces and moments at higher speeds
and so variation in the stabilator incidence at higher flight speeds should cause greater
variations in the trim values of the variables used to trim the aircraft.
The pitch attitude trim map, presented in Figure 4.1, shows that the trim pitch
attitude exhibits a strong dependence on flight speed and stabilator incidence. At flight
speeds below twenty knots, the trim pitch attitude is positive, or nose up, at about five
degrees and shows little dependence on the stabilator setting. This is due to the low
dynamic pressure acting on the stabilator resulting in negligible aerodynamic forces. The
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reasonthe aircraft trims nose up at low speeds is that the main rotor is located forward of
the center of gravity in the configuration chosen in this investigation. Since, at low speeds,
the main rotor produces the most significant pitching moment about the center of gravity,
the trim pitch attitude and longitudinal cyclic are used to balance the pitching moment acting
about the center of gravity by reducing the moment arm between the main rotor thrust and
the center of gravity. This causes the aircraft to hang below the rotor in a slightly nose up
attitude.
As the flight speed increases, the pitch attitude trim map indicates that the effect of
the stabilator on the trim pitch attitude also increases. At higher airspeeds, the increments
in trim pitch attitude, corresponding to the five degree increments in stabilator, are larger
than at lower speeds. This indicates that the stabilator setting has a greater effect on the
trim pitch attitude at higher flight speeds. The trim map also shows that as the stabilator
incidence becomes more positive, the trim pitch attitude becomes more nose down.
Increasing the stabilator incidence will increase the aerodynamic forces that it generates and
consequendy, the pitching moment that it generates about the center of gravity. The results
indicate that as the stabilator incidence is increased, the pitch attitude must be decreased to
help balance the forces and mohaents acting on the aircraft.
The pitch attitude trim map a/so indicates that, when the stabilator is set at
incidences exceeding thirty degrees, the increments in trim pitch attitude are smaller than the
rest at a given flight speed. This indicates that the stabilator is not as effective at extreme
incidences. This observation can be explained by the stabilator's aerodynamic
characteristics (Appendix B). The plot of stabilator lift coefficient vs. local angle of attack
(Figure B. 1) shows that the stabilator will stall at local angles of attack above sixteen
degrees. When the stabilator is at extreme positive incidences, its local angle of attack may
be beyond the stall point of the airfoil resulting in a loss in lift causing a loss in pitching
moment capability.
The longitudinal cyclic trim map, presented in Figure 4.2, shows that the
longitudinal cyclic also exhibits a strong dependence on flight speed and stabilator setting.
The longitudinal cyclic is sensitive to the stabilator setting since the fuselage pitch attitude is
sensitive to the stabilator setting. The main rotor thrust is required to balance the vertical
and horizontal forces on the aircraft. This requires a particular orientation of the main rotor
thrust with respect to the flight path. Since the orientation of the main rotor with respect to
the flight path is the sum of the attitude of the main rotor with respect to the fuselage and
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the pitch attitude of the fuselage, and since the longitudinal cyclic controls the orientation of
the main rotor with respect to the fuselage, the longitudinal cyclic must be used to
compensate for the change in pitch attitude. The results show that at low speeds, the
longitudinal cyclic is trimmed near the center of its travel and shows little dependence on
the stabilator setting. This is, again, due to the stabilator's negligible force generating
capability at low speeds resulting in little change in the trim pitch attitude. The results show
that at higher airspeeds, the longitudinal cyclic becomes more sensitive to the stahilator
setting. This indicates that as the airspeed increases, greater deflections of the longitudinal
cyclic are required to compensate for the pitch attitude. The results also show that as the
stabilator incidence becomes more positive, causing the pitch attitude of the aircraft to
become increasingly nose down, a greater amount of aft longitudinal cyclic is required to
tip the main rotor tip path plane aft in order to maintain the orientation of the main rotor
thrust with respect to the flight path.
The coUcctive trim map, presented in Figure 4.3, shows that the trim stabilator
incidence has little effect on the collective control trim setting over the flight speed range,
particularly at flight speeds below forty knots. At higher flight speeds, the results show
that the stabilator incidence does have a small effect on the trim collective position. As the
stabilator incidence becomes more positive, the results indicate that there is an increase in
the collective pitch of the rotor blades required to provide the thrust necessary to trim the
aircraft.
These results point to a number of conclusions about the stabilator's effect on the
longitudinal trim state of the aircraft. The stabilator does not produce any significant
changes at low speeds due to the lack of sufficient dynamic pressure. At higher forward
speeds, the stabilator incidence has a significant effect on the trim pitch attitude and trim
longitudinal cyclic position. Because of its effect on the trim pitch attitude, the stabilator
could be used to set the trim pitch attitude. The pitch attitude trim map illustrates that the
range of trim pitch attitudes that could be selected using the stabilator depends on the flight
speed of the aircraft. At low flight speeds, the stabilator has little effect on the trim pitch
attitude, but at higher speeds, the stabilator can command a trim pitch attitude range of
nearly twenty degrees. It is important to recognize the effect of the trim pitch attitude on the
longitudinal cyclic in this type of application. A nose down pitch attitude will require aft
cyclic to maintain the main rotor orientation required for steady, level flight. A margin of
longitudinal cyclic must be held in reserve to control the vehicle. In this study, at speeds
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exceeding I00 knots,extreme positiveincidencesof the stabilatorcaused the longitudinal
cycliccontrolto exceed itsaftlimit.At theseconditions,very littleaftlongitudinalcyclic
controlislefttothe pilot.This ispotentiallydangerous because itmay not leavethe pilot
and thecontrolsystem sufficientcontrolpower tocontroltheaircraft.
4,1.2 Lateral-IMrec_onal Trim
Lateral-directional trim is primarily achieved by manipulating the lateral cyclic and
pedal controls and either the roll attitude or the horizontal flight path angle in order to
balance the lateral forces and the rolling and yawing moments acting on the aircraft. At low
speeds, below sixty knots, roll attitude is used as one of the trim controls and at speeds
above sixty knots, horizontal flight path angle is used. This convention was adopted due to
pilots' preference when flying the helicopter. The lateral cyclic is used to control the lateral
component of the main rotor thrust while the pedals control the tail rotor thrust. The roll
attitude or horizontal flight path angle is used as the third trim control necessary to balance
the lateral forces and rolling and yawing moments acting on the aircraft.
Since the stabilator is a horizontal tail surface, it produces aerodynamic forces and
moments that are primarily in the longitudinal plane of the aircraft so the influence of the
stabilator incidence on the lateral-directional trim controls should be minimal. The lateral
cyclic trim map, presented in Figure 4.4, indicates very little effect on the lateral cyclic.
The pedal trim map, presented in Figure 4.5, shows that at speeds above forty knots,
increasing the trim stabilator incidence requires more left pedal to achieve trim. Since the
pedals control the tail rotor thrust which is primarily responsible for balancing the yawing
moment induced by the drag torque on the main rotor, this variation in pedal demand is
correlated to the variation in collective lever position. A comparison of Figures 4.3 and 4.5
shows that both collective and pedals show no variation at flight speeds below forty knots
but show similar variation at higher airspeeds. The trim maps of roll attitude and horizontal
flight path angle arc presented in Figure 4.6. The roll attitude aim map illustrates that while
the roll attitude required to trim the aircraft does vary by about two degrees between zero
and fifty knot flight speeds, the dependence on stabilator incidence is negligible. This is
due to the fact that the stabilator is less effective at low speeds and produces forces and
moments in the longitudinal plane of the aircraft. The trim map of horizontal flight path
angle shows that when the flight speed is in excess of sixty knots and the horizontal flight
path angle is used as one of the trim controls, there is a small variation of about half a
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degreeof horizontalflight pathanglecorresponding to the range of stabilator settings.
From these results, it can be concluded that the stabilator is primarily a longitudinal
force and moment producing device. The trim stabilator incidence has been shown have
very little effect on the trim values of the variables used primarily to trim the lateral-
directional forces and moments. The only significant effect of stabilator incidence is on the
pedals as a result of the variation in collective demand.
4.1.3 Effect of Center of Gravity Location on Trim Envelope
Since the location of the center of gravity controls the size of the moment arm
between the stabilator and the center of gravity, the location of the center of gravity is an
important factor to consider in the analysis of the stabilatofs power as a trim control. To
determine the effect of the location of the center of gravity on the longitudinal trim
variables, the center of gravity location was moved longitudinally from its nominal station
of 355 inches forward to 345 inches and also aft to 365 inches (see Appendix A). These
are the prescribed center of gravity limits for an aircraft weight of 16,700 pounds [9]. Trim
conditions corresponding to stabilator settings of eight degrees trailing edge up and forty
degrees trailing edge down were computed in a similar manner as above and used to
determine the boundaries of the trim envelopes corresponding to the three different center
of gravity locations. This issue is significant because it illustrates the amount of control
margin that is available in the primary controls for different locations of the center of
gravity and different stabilator incidence angles.
The trim pitch attitude envelopes, presented in Figure 4.7, show two important
results. The flu'st result is that moving the longitudinal center of gravity affects the size of
the pitch attitude trim envelope. When the center of gravity is moved forward, the
stabilator's moment arm is increased and so the stabilator becomes a more effective pitching
moment generator. When the center of gravity is moved aft, the stabilator's moment arm is
reduced and so the stabilator becomes less effective. The second result is that moving the
center of gravity causes a vertical translation of the pitch attitude trim envelope. A ten inch
deviation in the center of gravity location results in a vertical translation of approximately
2.5 degrees of trim pitch attitude. This is a consequence of changing the moment arm
between the main rotor and the center of gravity. Since the main rotor is located forward of
the center of gravity, it produces a nose up pitching moment. If the center of gravity is
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moved forward, the momentarm betweenthe main rotor and the center of gravity is
decreased, and so is the pitching moment produced by the main rotor. This causes the trim
pitch attitude to become more nose down. On the other hand, if the center of gravity is
moved aft, the main rotor's moment arm is increased resulting in more nose up trim pitch
attitudes.
The longitudinal cyclic trim envelopes, presented in Figure 4.8, show the same type
of behavior as the pitch attitude trim envelopes. When the center of gravity is moved
forward, the main rotor's moment arm is decreased while the stabilator's moment arm is
increased and the resulting longitudinal cyclic trim envelope is larger. This indicates that a
greater variation in longitudinal cyclic is required due to the greater variation in pitch
attitude. As the center of gravity is moved aft, the opposite occurs and the longitudinal
cyclic trim envelope becomes smaller. An important point to note is that, as the center of
gravity is moved forward, a greater amount of aft longitudinal cyclic is required to
compensate for the nose down pitching moment generated by the stabilator at an incidence
of forty degrees. This result indicates that at high speeds, when the center of gravity is in
the forward position and the.stabilator is trailing edge down, there will be very little
longitudinal cyclic left to generate nose up moment for control purposes. At higher flight
speeds, when the stabilator is at an extreme trailing edge down incidence, the longitudinal
cyclic cannot be pushed to its aft stop due to deflection limits in the actual control linkage
between the pilot's stick and the swashplate. At these flight conditions, the aft limit of the
longitudinal cyclic is approximately eight inches.
The plot of the collective control trim envelopes, presented in Figure 4.9, indicates
that the longitudinal location of the center of gravity has little effect on the collective trim
envelope. The results indicate that a greater amount of collective blade pitch is required
when the center of gravity is moved forward.
These results show that the longitudinal location of the center of gravity has an
important effect on the trim envelopes of the pitch attitude and longitudinal cyclic. From
these results, it can be seen that the pitch attitude and longitudinal cyclic trim envelopes are
more sensitive to the longitudinal location of the center of gravity than the collective trim
envelope. This is due to the fact that the location of center of gravity affects the pitching
moment balance which is achieved using primarily pitch attitude and longitudinal cyclic.
This analysis points to the conclusion that the location of the center of gravity has a
significant effect on the trim pitch attitude range and the longitudinal cyclic control margin.
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Thecenterof gravity must be placed such that there is sufficient aft longitudinal cyclic to
provide the control power required to maneuver within the operational flight envelope.
4.2 Control Effectiveness Comparison
The trim analysis illustrates the relationship between the primary controls and the
stabilator and it can be seen that, at higher airspeeds, the stabilator incidence has a more
pronounced effect on the deflections of the longitudinal pilot controls, particularly the
longitudinal cyclic. As an active control, the stabilator must interact with the other controls
to produce the desired aircraft response. To determine how the stabilator might be
exploited as a fifth control, its force and moment generating capabilities were compared to
those of the other controls with which it would have to interact. This analysis is intended
to expose the stabilator's strengths and weaknesses relative to the other longitudinal
controls and provide an indication as to how the stabilator could be utilized in a flight
control system.
To compare the force and moment generating capabilities of the different controls,
control derivatives were extracted from GENHEL over the flight speed range of 0 to 120
knots in increments of ten knots. To appreciate the effect of the trim incidence of the
stabilator on the control derivatives, control derivatives were extracted over the flight speed
range for stabilator settings of five degrees trailing edge up and ten and twenty five degrees
trailing edge down. The reference frame used in this analysis is the same body fixed fight
coordinate system described in Section 3.1. It should be kept in mind that the reference
frame is fixed in the aircraft and that the orientation of the reference frame with respect to
the flight path depends on the pitch attitude. Since the stabilator primarily generates forces
and moments in the longitudinal plane, only derivatives of the longitudinal forces (X, Z)
and moments (M) were determined. Since the longitudinal cyclic and collective controls are
the primary force and moment producers in the longitudinal plane of the aircraft, only the
force and moment derivatives corresponding to these two controls were compared with
those of the stabilator.
4.2.1 X-Force Effectiveness
The derivatives of X-force with respect to the longitudinal cyclic control are
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presentedin Figure 4.10. The resultsindicatethat at flight speedsbelow forty knots,the
longitudinalcyclic deflectionof oneinch will produceaforceof roughly600-700pounds
of forcealongtheX-axis regardlessof thestabilatortrim incidence.Sincethederivativeis
negative,it indicatesthat a positive deflection (aft) will result in a force acting in the
negativeX direction(aft) andanegativedeflectionwill havetheoppositeeffect. At higher
flight speeds,the results indicate that the X-force producedby the longitudinal cyclic
becomesdependenton the stabilator trim incidence. As the stabilator trim incidence
becomesincreasinglypositive,causingthetrim pitch attitudeto becomeincreasinglynose
down,theresultsindicatethattheX-forceproducedby thelongitudinalcyclic increases.
TheX-force derivatives with respect to the collective control, presented in Figure
4.11 show similar trends. At flight speeds below forty knots, an inch of collective will
produce roughly 300-400 pounds of force in the positive X direction regardless of the
stabilator trim incidence. Since the derivatives are positive, this indicates that increasing the
collective deflection (increased collective pitch) will result in an increase in the force in the
positive X direction and a decrease in collective deflection will have the opposite effect.
However, at higher flight speeds, the X-force produced by the collective becomes
dependent on the stabilator trim incidence. As the stabilator trim incidence increases, the
derivatives decrease and eventually change sign as the flight speed is increased.
The X-force derivatives with respect to the stabilator, presented in Figure 4.12, also
show the same trends. At a flight speed of zero knots, the results indicate that the stabilator
produces no X-force. Since there is no airspeed and since the stabilator is not in the rotor's
downwash, there is negligible dynamic pressure resulting in no aerodynamic lift. At low
airspeeds, the results show that an increase in the stabilator incidence (trailing edge down)
will result in an increase in X-force in the positive direction and a decrease in the stabilator
incidence (trailing edge up) will result in the opposite. This indicates that at low speeds,
increasing the incidence will reduce the drag causing an increase in forward X-force. At
higher flight speeds, the derivatives change signs and the stabilator produces larger
amounts of X-force as the flight speed is increased. This indicates that, at these flight
speeds, increasing the incidence now increases the drag resulting in an increase in the X-
force in the negative direction. The results also show that, as the stabilator trim incidence is
increased, resulting in more nose down trim pitch attitude, the derivatives increase in
magnitude.
The results presented in Figures 4.10-12 show that the longitudinal cyclic produces
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the largest X-force derivatives of the three controls. To compare the X-force generating
capabilities of the controls, the control derivatives were normalized by multiplying their
magnitudes by the maximum control deflections available divided by one hundred percent.
This scales all the derivatives to units of force or moment per percent of available control
travel. When the stabilator is trimmed at ten degrees trailing edge down, the longitudinal
cyclic and the collective have approximately five inches of travel either way and the
stabilator has approximately twenty degrees of travel. The results are presented in Figure
4.13 and show that, when the stabilator is trimmed at ten degrees, the longitudinal cyclic is
capable of producing the greatest amount of X-force, followed by the collective and then
the stabilator. However, at flight speeds exceeding ninety knots, the stabilator is able to
produce more total X-force than the collective.
4.2.2 Z-Force Effectiveness
The derivatives of Z-force with respect to the longitudinal cyclic are presented in
Figure 4.14. These results indicate that the derivatives of Z-force with respect to
longitudinal cyclic increase in magnitude as the flight speed increases but show very little
variation with the stabilator trim incidence. The results also show that the derivatives are
negative indicating that positive longitudinal cyclic (aft) will produce an increase in Z-force
in the negative Z-direction (up) and negative longitudinal cyclic will produce the opposite
effect.
The derivatives of Z-force with respect to the collective are presented in Figure
4.15. The results show that the Z-force derivatives with respect to the collective also
depend on the flight speed but show little dependence on the stabilator trim incidence when
compared to the X-force derivatives. The results show the derivative to be negative,
indicating that an increase in collective will cause an increase in Z-force in the negative
direction (up).
The derivatives of Z-force with respect to the stabilator are presented in Figure
4.16. The results show that the Z-force derivatives with respect to the stabilator depend on
flight speed and, between flight speeds of twenty and sixty knots, on the stabilator
incidence. At very low flight speeds, Z-force due to the stabilator is primarily due to
aerodynamic lift generated by the stabilator. In the twenty to sixty knot flight speed range,
the local angle of attack of the stabilator is affected by the main rotor downwash as well as
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the flight speed resulting in some difference in the force derivative. At higher flight speeds,
the derivative continues to increase with the increasing dynamic pressure acting on the
stabilator. The derivative of Z-force is negative over the flight speed range indicating that
an increase in stabilator incidence (trailing edge down) will cause an increase in Z-force in
the negative direction (up) and a decrease in stabilator incidence will have the opposite
effect.
The results presented in Figures 4.14-16 show that the collective produces the
largest Z-force derivatives of the three controls. To compare the total Z-force generating
capabilities of the controls, the control deflection limits were again taken into account by
multiplying the magnitudes of the derivatives by the maximum control deflections available
divided by one hundred percent. The results are presented in Figure 4.17 and show that,
when the stabilator is trimmed at ten degrees, the collective is capable of producing the
greatest amount of Z-force, followed by the longitudinal cyclic and then the stabilator.
4.2.3 Pitching Moment Effectiveness
The derivatives of pitching moment with respect to longitudinal cyclic are presented
in Figure 4.18. The results are slightly scattered but do show that the derivatives increase
with flight speed. The results also show that the derivatives are positive indicating that
positive longitudinal cyclic deflection (aft) will result in an increase in a positive pitching
moment (nose up) and a negative deflection will have the opposite effect.
The derivatives of pitching moment with respect to the collective are presented in
Figure 4.19. The results show that at flight speeds below twenty knots, the derivatives are
negative with a positive trend. This indicates that, below twenty knots, an increase in
collective will produce a negative pitching moment (nose down) and a decrease in collective
will do the opposite. At higher flight speeds, the pitching moment generating capability of
the collective reverses and an increase in collective will produce a positive pitching moment
(nose up).
The derivatives of pitching moment with respect to stabilator are presented in Figure
4.20. Comparing these results to the Z-force derivatives in Figure 4.16 indicates that the
pitching moment derivatives are equal to the Z-force derivative multiplied by the moment
arm between the stabilator and the center of gravity. That distance is 360.0 inches, or 30.0
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feet on the nominal aircraft (Appendix A). The pitching moment derivatives are negative
indicating that an increase in stabilator incidence (trailing edge down) will produce a
negative pitching moment (nose down) resulting from the increase in Z-force, and that a
decrease in stabilator incidence will produce the opposite effect.
The results presented in Figures 4.18-20 show that the longitudinal cyclic produces
the largest pitching moment derivatives of the three controls. To compare the total pitching
moment generating capabilities of the controls, the control deflection limits were once more
taken into account by multiplying the derivatives by the maximum control deflections
available divided by one hundred percent. The results are presented in Figure 4.21 and
show that, when the stabilator is trimmed at ten degrees, the longitudinal cyclic is capable
of producing the greatest amount of pitching moment. At higher flight speeds, the
stabilator's pitching moment generating capabilities are significant. From this comparison,
it can be concluded that, at the higher airspeeds, if the longitudinal cyclic is limited to about
half its travel, the stabilator is capable of producing pitching moments in the same range as
the two pilot controls.
From these results, it can be concluded that the stabilator's primary contribution to a
flight control system is in the form of additional pitching moment control at the higher flight
speeds. The X-force and Z-force comparisons indicate that the stabilator is not capable of
producing forces comparable with the other two controls over the flight speed range.
However, the stabilator was able to produce pitching moments comparable to the other two
controls at high flight speeds. From this analysis, it would seem that the collective should
be used to control Z-force, that the longitudinal cyclic could be used to effectively control
either X-force or pitching moments and that, at high forward speeds, the stabilator could be
used together with the longitudinal cyclic to control both X-force and pitching moment.
4.3 Model Following performance
To evaluate the addition of the stabilator to the in-flight simulator's control system,
the stabilator was included in an explicit model following control system which is described
in Section 3.4. By examining the performance of the augmented aircraft and the resultant
demand on the controls, the role of the stabilator in this type of control system was
assessed. The control system was synthesized using the nine state linear model of the
helicopter in steady, level flight at eighty knots as described in Section 3.4. The control
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laws were appliedto thehigherorder,thirty one statelinearmodel to evaluatetherole of
the stabilatorasanactivecontrol. To evaluatethe improvementin systemperformance
offeredby thestabilator,theperformanceof thesystemwith thestabilatorwascomparedto
the performanceof the systemwithout the stabilator. In addition, the influence of the
stabilatoractuatordynamicswasinvestigatedby addinga simple actuatormodel to the
linear model and examining the resulting performance. In this investigation, the
translationalrates(u, v) areexpressedin feet persecond,therotationalrates(p, q, r) are
expressedin degreesper secondand the rotational angles (2',0, t_) are expressed in
degrees. The pilot control deflections (_on, 8,:ol, 81at, 5t_.d) are expressed in inches and the
stabilator deflection (iht) is expressed in degrees.
4.3.1 Model Following Perfgrman¢_ With $_al_ila_or
The performance of the model following system was evaluated by comparing
frequency responses and step response time histories of the system with those of the model
of the desired dynamics. Frequency responses of the transfer functions between the
command inputs (u¢, To, 0c) and the system outputs (u, 7, 0) were used to evaluate the
accuracy of the system in the frequency domain and expose the errors due to the additional
high frequency dynamics. Time histories of the responses of the system to steps in the
command inputs were used to evaluate the role that the stabilator plays as an active control
in cooperation with the other controls. Time histories of step responses were also used to
evaluate the degree of decoupling achieved by the control law. The results were generated
using the Matlab Control System Toolbox [18,19].
The behavior of the system over the frequency ranges of interest is presented in
Figures 4.22-24. Figure 4.22 shows that the frequency response of the transfer function
between forward speed and commanded forward speed matches the frequency response of
the desired transfer function at frequencies up to four radians per second where the phase
angles begin to diverge due to the high frequency dynamics of the main rotor. This transfer
function matches well beyond the desired bandwidth for the system which is 0.05 hertz, or
0.3 radians per second. The frequency response comparison of the transfer functions
between flight path angle and commanded flight path angle is presented in Figure 4.23.
This comparison shows that the frequency response of the actual system matches that of the
desired system up to a frequency of ten radians per second where both the magnitudes and
the phases diverge. The frequency response indicates that the magnitude of the actual
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system possesses a peak at about twenty radians per second which the model does not.
However, the frequency responses match in the frequency range below the desired
bandwidth of 0.5 hertz, or three radians per second. Finally, Figure 4.24 presents the
comparison of the frequency responses of the transfer functions between the pitch attitude
and commanded pitch attitude. The frequency responses match well at frequencies below
ten radians per second though the actual system exhibits a slightly larger resonance peak
indicating that it is not as well damped as desired.
The response of the system to a one foot per second step input in the commanded
forward speed is presented in Figure 4.25. The results show that the forward speed tracks
the desired forward speed accurately with very little time lag. The other longitudinal
responses are regulated well with the pitch rate exhibiting some high frequency response
attributed to the main rotor dynamics. The lateral directional responses are also regulated
well with the exception of the roll rate, which also exhibits high frequency response to the
step input, and the lateral velocity which was left unconstrained and approaches a steady
state value of approximately 0.1 feet per second. The plot of the control responses shows
that the stabilator is being defl.ected trailing edge up while the main rotor is being tipped
forward with forward longitudinal cyclic stick and the thrust of the main rotor is being
increased with positive collective. This indicates that to increase the forward speed the
rotor tip path plane must be tipped forward. However, to maintain the trim flight path
angle the collective must be used to increase the main rotor thrust. Also, to maintain the
trim pitch attitude the stabilator is deflected trailing edge up to provide the nose up pitching
moment necessary to balance the increased nose down pitching moment resulting from
tipping the main rotor forward.
The response of the system to a one degree step input in the commanded flight path
angle is presented in Figure 4.26. The time history of the longitudinal states shows that the
flight path angle tracks the desired flight path angle with some high frequency error but
with little steady state error, which was predicted by the frequency response in Figure
4.23. The results show that the pitch rate again exhibits some high frequency response to
the step input. The pitch attitude and the forward speed show very little deviation from the
trim values. The lateral directional responses indicate some high frequency response in the
roll rate and also some response in the yaw rate though the roll attitude and integral of the
yaw rate show little deviation from the trim values. The lateral velocity also exhibits a slow
increase in response to the flight path angle step input. The control responses indicate that
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to increasetheflight pathanglethecollectivecontrolis usedto increasethecollectivepitch
of the main rotor blades, increasing the magnitude of the main rotor thrust. The
longitudinalcyclic stick is deflectedaft by a smallamountto tip the mainrotor backand
preventanincreasein theforwardspeedandthestabilatoris deflectedtrailingedgedownto
producethenosedownmomentrequiredto maintainthetrim pitchattitude.
The responseof the systemto a one degreestepinput in the commandedpitch
attitudeis presentedin Figure4.27. The resultsshowthat thedesiredpitch responseis
trackedwith a small amountof overshootin both pitch rate and pitch attitude. The
overshootis a result of the unmodelleddynamicsand waspredictedby the frequency
responseof the transferfunction betweenpitch attitudeand commandedpitch attitude
presentedin Figure4.24. Theforwardvelocityandflight pathanglebothshownegligible
deviationfrom their trim values. Thelateral-directionalresponseshowthat theroll rate
exhibits a high frequency responseto the step input and the lateral velocity slowly
approachesa steadystatevalueof approximately0.2 feet per second. The plot of the
control responsesindicatesthatinitially the longitudinalcyclic is deflectedaft, tilting the
rotor tip pathplaneaft causingnoseupmomentandthestabilatoris deflectedtrailing edge
up, also providing nose up moment. As the pitch rate approachesa maximum, the
longitudinalcyclic isdeflectedforwardof its trim valuecausingtherotor tip pathplaneto
be tippedforward to maintainforward speed. Meanwhile,thestabilatoris still deflected
trailing edgeupto balancethechangein thepitchingmomentdueto thechangein attitude
andlongitudinalcyclic.
Fromtheseresults,it canbeconcludedthatthestabilatorplaysa significantrole as
anactivecontrol. Dueto its pitchingmomentgeneratingcapability,documentedin Section
4.2, thestabilatoris employedprimarily to helpcontrol pitchattitude. Theseresultsalso
indicatethat thedemandson thestabilatorarethegreatestof thethreecontrols,the flight
path angle and pitch attitude responsesrequiring the greatestamount of stabilator
deflection. The demandon the stabilator is the largest since its force and moment
derivativesarethesmallestof thethreecontrols.
4.3.2 Model Following Performance Without Stabilator
To evaluate the improvement in performance that the stabilator offers, the stabilator
was excluded and another set of feedforward gains was computed to provide model
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following usingonly thefour pilot controls. Since,without thestabilator,thereareonly
four controls,it is no longerpossibleto independentlycontrolfive degreesof freedom. In
thisdesign,theforward velocity degreeof freedomwasignoredthesameway thelateral
velocity wasignoredin thedesignwhich includedthestabilator.Ignoringboth theforward
and lateral velocities in thecomputationof the feedforwardgainsallowed independent
control of theremainingfour degreesof freedom.Time historiesof thestepresponsesof
the new systemto stepcommandsin flight pathangleand pitch attitude were usedto
evaluatetheperformanceof thesystemwithout thestabilator. Frequencyresponseswere
usedto comparetheperformanceof thesystemwithout thestabilatorto thatof thesystem
with thestabilator.
Theresponseof thesystemwithout thestabilatorto aonedegreestepinput in the
commandedflight pathangleis presentedin Figure 4.28. The plot of the longitudinal
responseshowsthat,while theflight pathangle tracksthedesiredflight pathanglein a
similar mannerasthesystemincludingthestabilator(Figure4.26),theforwardvelocity is
now no longermaintainedatits trim value. Theresultsshowthatastheflight pathangleis
increased,theforward speedis increasedby aratio of about 1:2. The plot of thecontrol
responseindicatesthereasonfor the forward speedincrease. The collective is usedto
increasethethrustof themain rotorby increasingthecollectivebladepitch. At thesame
time,thelongitudinal cyclic is deflected forward, tipping the rotor tip path plane forward in
an effort to maintain the trim pitch attitude. However, tipping the tip path plane forward
and increasing the main rotor thrust will cause the forward speed to increase. Comparing
these results to those illustrated in Figure 4.26 indicates that when the stabilator is included
it is primarily responsible for regulating the pitch attitude while the longitudinal cyclic is
used to tip the rotor tip path plane aft to maintain the trim forward velocity.
The response of the system without the stabilator to a one degree step input in the
commanded pitch attitude is presented in Figure 4.29. The plot of the longitudinal
response indicates that the pitch attitude and pitch rate responses are slightly degraded
compared to those of the system which includes the stabilator. The results also show that
the forward speed decreases as the pitch attitude is increased. The control response
provides the reason for the forward speed decrease. The results indicate that the
longitudinal cyclic is deflected aft initially and is deflected aft in steady state. Tipping the
rotor tip path plane aft causes nose up moment which will increase the pitch attitude. At the
same time, the collective is decreased to maintain the flight path angle. By tipping the tip
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pathplaneaft anddecreasingthecollectivebladepitch, thecomponentof mainrotor thrust
in theforwarddirectionisdecreasedcausingtheforwardvelocity to decrease.Thecontrol
responseof thesystemwhich includesthestabilatorshowsthatthe longitudinalcyclic and
thestabilatoraretheprimarycontrolsusedto controlthepitchattitudeandthatthecollective
controlshowsvery little movement.
To evaluatethe effect of the stabilatoron the forward velocity responsein the
frequencydomain,frequencyresponsesof thetransferfunctionsbetweenthecommanded
inputs andtheactualforward speedarepresentedin Figures4.30and4.31. Figure4.30
presentsa comparisonof thefrequencyresponsesof the transferfunctions betweenthe
commandedflight pathangleandtheforward velocityfor thesystemwith andwithout the
stabilator. This comparison shows that, at frequencies below ten radians per second, the
stabilator provides at least an order of magnitude decrease in the magnitude of the response
of the forward velocity to the commanded flight path angle. The results at low frequencies
indicate that the steady state response will be decreased by an order of magnitude. Figure
4.31 presents a comparison of the frequency responses of the transfer functions between
the commanded pitch attitude and the forward velocity for the system with and without the
stabilator. This comparison shows that the addition of the stabilator also results in an
attenuation of the forward velocity response to commanded pitch attitude. The results at
low frequencies indicate that the steady state response should be attenuated by more than
two orders of magnitude.
To evaluate the difference the stabilator makes to the response of the system to the
commanded flight path angle and commanded pitch attitude, frequency responses of the
transfer functions between the commanded flight path angle and actual flight path angle and
also the transfer functions between the commanded pitch attitude and actual pitch attitude of
the two systems were compared. Figure 4.32 presents a comparison of the frequency
responses of the transfer functions between the commanded flight path angle and actual
flight path angle of the two systems. The results show that the stabilator has very little
effect on the flight path angle response of the system. Figure 4.33 presents a comparison
of the frequency responses of the transfer functions between the commanded pitch attitude
and the actual pitch attitude. This comparison indicates that the stabilator doesn't affect the
response in the frequency range between 0.1 and 10.0 radians per second. However, the
results indicate that without the stabilator, the system will be prone to steady state error in
the pitch attitude response to commanded pitch attitude.
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Fromtheseresults,it canbeconcludedthatthestabilatordoesplay anecessaryrole
in modelfollowing. Itsprimaryuseis asapitchingmomentgeneratorandit canbeusedin
conjunctionwith the longitudinalcyclic to modulatepitchattitudeandforwardspeed.The
collective is primarily usedto control the flight pathangle. Without thestabilator,these
resultsindicatethattheflight pathangleandpitchattitudecanbeindependentlycontrolled
but the steadystatepitch attitude tracking will bedegradeddue to the influence of the
unconstrainedforwardvelocity.
4.3.3 Influence of Stabilator Actuator Dynamics
On the actual aircraft, the stabilator's position is controlled by an actuator system
which contains its own dynamics. To evaluate the effect of the stabilator actuator
dynamics, a first order actuator pole was added to the thirty one state linear model. The
stabilator actuator acts as a low pass filter, attenuating the high frequency content of the
control input to the stabilator. The effect of the stabilator actuator pole on the system
performance was evaluated by adding different values of the actuator pole to the model
following system without changing the feedforward gains. Time histories of the step
responses of the resulting systems were used to compare the performance of the different
systems. In this investigation, the response of the system without an actuator pole was
used as a baseline. The performance of the system with actuator poles at 8.85 radians per
second (used in GENHEL) and also twenty radians per second was compared to the
baseline to determine how the actuator dynamics affect the model following response.
The response of the forward velocity to a one foot per second step input in the
commanded forward velocity is presented in Figure 4.34. Also presented is the response
of the longitudinal cyclic, collective and stabilator controls. The forward velocity
responses show that the different values of actuator pole make very little difference in the
response. When the actuator is added, the results show that the responses of the systems
which include the actuator tend to lag the response of the system without the actuator. The
responses of the controls show that when the actuator dynamics are added the stabilator
deflection cannot respond instantly to the step input. Since the longitudinal cyclic is the
primary X-force producer, it is responsible for modulating the forward speed. However,
since the stabilator cannot respond immediately, the results indicate that the initial deflection
of the longitudinal cyclic is slightly reduced to avoid generating more pitching moment than
the stabilator can balance. The stabilator actuator dynamics have little effect on the forward
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velocity responsebecausethetimeconstantof thedesiredforward velocityresponseis 2.0
seconds(AppendixG) while the timeconstantof the slowestactuatorpoleconsideredis
0.133 seconds.
Theresponseof theflight pathangleto aonedegreestepinput in thecommanded
flight pathangleis presentedin Figure4.35. Theresultsindicatethatthestabilatoractuator
poleagainhaslittle effecton theresponse.Theinitial rise from zeroshowsnodifference
andthesteadystatevaluesattainedarethesame.Thecontrolresponses,alsopresentedin
Figure4.35,indicatethatthestabilatordoesnotrespondasquickly asthebaselinesystem.
Theflight pathangleresponseshowslittle dependenceon thestabilatoractuatordynamics
sincethecollectivecontrolis theprimaryZ-forcecontrol. The stabilatorandlongitudinal
cyclic are responsiblefor regulating the forward speedand pitch attitude. Since the
dynamicsof the collective haven'tbeenchanged,the flight path angleresponsedoesn't
changemucheither.
The responses of the pitch attitude and pitch rate to a one degree step input to the
commanded pitch attitude are presented in Figure 4.36. The results indicate that adding the
stabilator actuator dynamics adds a time lag to the pitch attitude and pitch rate responses.
As the actuator dynamics become slower, the time lag increases. The results also indicate
that there is an overshoot in the commanded pitch rate. The responses of the controls to the
commanded step input show that, when the actuator dynamics are added, the response of
the stabilator cannot keep up with the baseline response. Since the stabilator is used in
cooperation with the longitudinal cyclic to control the pitching moment, the result is a
degraded pitch response. Since the initial stabilator response is slower, less pitching
moment is generated. This results in the time lag observed in the pitch response. To
compensate for the time lag in the initial response, additional pitching moment is generated
resulting in a larger peak in the pitch rate response. The results also show that the steady
state responses match, indicating that the stabilator pole has no effect on the steady state
pitch attitude response. Comparing the responses of the systems with the different actuator
poles indicates that the system with the stabilator actuator pole at 20.0 radians per second
performs better than the system with the actuator pole at 8.85 radians per second. When
the actuator pole is at twenty radians per second, the stabilator response tracks the baseline
response more closely resulting in better pitch attitude and pitch rate responses.
These results indicate that the actuator dynamics of the stabilator will primarily
affect the pitch attitude response. The pitch rate and pitch attitude response to a step input
80
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in thecommandedpitchattitudeshowedthegreatestdependenceon thestabilatoractuator
pole. Sincethe stabilator is primarily a pitching momentgeneratorin this design, the
actuatorpole affectsthepitchingmomentgeneratingcapabilitiesthemost. The forward
speedresponseto a stepinputin thecommandedforwardspeedshowedlittle dependence
on the stabilatorpole due to the fact that the longitudinal cyclic is the primary X-force
control andalsobecausethespeedof thedesiredforwardspeedresponseis muchslower
than the stabilatoractuatorspeed. The flight pathangleresponseto a stepinput in the
commandedflight pathangleshowedlittle dependenceon thestabilatoractuatorpolesince
the collective is the primary Z-force controller while the stabilatorandthe longitudinal
cyclic areusedto modulatetheforwardspeedandpitchattitudethroughtheuseof X-force
andpitchingmoment.
The resultsalso showedthat as the stabilator responsewas sloweddown, the
maximumdeflectionof thestabilatordecreased.Theinitial responseof thesystemwithout
anactuatorpole is theappropriategainin theK_5matrix multipliedby theamplitudeof the
stepinput. Thisproducesthepitchingmomentrequiredto generatethepitch ratenecessary
to causethepitchattitudeto follow therequiredpitchattitude.Whenthestabilatoractuator
pole is added,thestabilatortakesafinite amountof timeto respondto theinputcommand.
As the stabilatoris responding,thecommandedstabilatordeflectiondecreasesfrom the
initial value. Thiscausesthestabilatordeflectionto peakatacertainpointandthenreverse
direction to move towardthe steadystatedeflection. Thereductionin thepeakstabilator
deflection,asa resultof theactuatorpole,indicatesthattherangeof motion of theaircraft
canbe increased.When the stabilatorpole is excluded,themaximum deflectionof the
stabilatoris approximatelysevendegrees,indicatingthatastepinput of nomorethanthree
degreesin thecommandedpitchattitudecouldbefollowed withoutthestabilatorreaching
its travel limit of twentydegrees.However,whenthestabilatorpole is at 8.85radiansper
second,themaximumstabilatorresponseis only threedegrees,indicatingthat thesystem
couldfollow stepinputsof up to six or sevendegreesin commandedpitch attitude. The
pricepaidis thetimelagin thepitchresponse.
Sincehigherpitchattituderesponsebandwidthsrequirelargeramountsof pitching
momentto providethe largerpitch rates,theeffectof thepitch attituderesponsenatural
frequencyon thecontrol demandwasexplored. To investigatethe effect of the pitch
attitudenaturalfrequencyon thecontroldemand,thepitchattitudenaturalfrequencywas
doubledfrom five radianspersecondto tenradianspersecondandthepitch attitudeand
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pitch rate responses of the systems with actuator poles at 8.85 radians per second and
twenty radians per second were compared to the response of the baseline system which
excludes the actuator dynamics. The resulting pitch rate, pitch attitude and control
responses to a step input in the commanded pitch attitude are presented in Figure 4.37. The
results show that the pitch attitude and pitch rate response lag the responses of the baseline
system as they did in Figure 4.36. Since the pitch attitude response natural frequency has
been doubled, the pitch attitude responds to inputs more quickly resulting in larger pitch
rates. To generate the larger pitching moments required, the results indicate that much
larger stabilator deflections are required. When the actuator is not included in the model,
the initial stabilator incidence required is over twenty five degrees. This is beyond the
stabilator deflection limit of twenty degrees. However, when the actuator pole is added,
the maximum deflection demand on the stabilator decreases. When the stabilator actuator
pole is at twenty radians per second, the maximum demand on the stabilator is twelve
degrees and when the pole is at 8.85 radians per second, the maximum demand on the
stabilator drops to seven degrees.
These results indicate that there is a compromise between the pitch attitude speed of
response and range of motion due to the stabilator's physical limits. Increasing the speed
of response of the pitch attitude means increasing the pitch attitude natural frequency. This
results in an increased demand on the stabilator to produce the increased amount of pitching
moment necessary a faster pitch response. This increase in demand on the stabilator
deflection means that the stabilator will reach its physical limits more quickly than it would
if the required pitch attitude speed of response was less. This compromise is affected by
another compromise between the time lag in the response and the stabilator deflection due
to the speed of the actuator. If the actuator is fast, there will be less time lag in the response
than in the response of the slower actuator. However, the amount of control deflection
required will be greater since the actuator can force the stabilator to approach the
commanded deflection more quickly.
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CHAPTER5.
CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesisis apreliminaryfeasibilitystudyaimedatquantifyinganddemonstrating
the stabilator's capabilities as an additional control available to an in-flight simulator. The
stabilator was evaluated as a trim control, its force and moment generating capabilities were
compared to the capabilities of the other controls and its potential as an active control was
explored. The influence of an actuator pole on the stabilator's role as an active control was
also evaluated.
The stabilator's effectiveness as a trim control was evaluated by determining its
effect on the trim values of the pilot controls, the trim pitch attitude and the roll attitude or
horizontal flight path angle. The results showed that the stabilator had the strongest effect
on the trim pitch attitude and the trim deflection of the longitudinal cyclic control. The
results also showed that the effect became more pronounced at higher forward flight
speeds. It was concluded that, in forward flight, the stabilator can be used to effectively
control the trim pitch attitude. However, the range of trim pitch attitude that the stabilator
can control depends on the flight speed and the location of the longitudinal center of
gravity.
The stabilator's potential as an active control was evaluated by comparing the force
and moment generating capabilities of the stabilator with the those of the collective and
longitudinal cyclic. The stabilator's force and moment generating capabilities were
compared to those of the pilot controls through the use of derivatives of force and moment
with respect to the control deflections. The comparison showed that the longitudinal cyclic
is the primary X-force and pitching moment producer, while the collective is the primary Z-
force producing control. The stabilator was relatively ineffective as a force producing
device. However, due to the moment arm between the stabilator and the center of gravity,
the stabilator can be an effective pitching moment generator at high speeds. It was
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concludedthat thestabilatorcould beusedin cooperationwith the longitudinalcyclic to
modulatepitching momentandX-force while thecollective canbeusedto modulateZ-
force. Incorporatingthestabilatorinto theflight controlsystemshouldallow independent
control of the motion in the longitudinal planeof theaircraft at flight speedswherethe
stabilatoris effective.
To evaluatethestabilator'scontributionin an in-flight simulationapplication,it was
incorporated into a model following flight control system. The control system was
designedusinga linearmodelof theaircraftin steady,level flight at aHightspeedof eighty
knots. The model of the desireddynamicswasa decoupledmodel of the longitudinal
dynamicsonly. Evaluatingtheresponseof thesystemto stepinputs,aswell asfrequency
responses,indicatedthatthestabilatorcouldbeusedto helpprovideindependentcontrolof
thethreelongitudinaldegreesof freedom(pitchingandtranslationalong thetheX andZ
axes). This applicationconfirmedthatthe stabilatorcanbeusedin cooperationwith the
longitudinalcyclic to controltheforwardvelocityandpitch responsewhile thecollectiveis
primarily responsiblefor control of theflight pathangle. It wasalsofound that in steady,
level flight ateightyknots,thedemandon thestabilatorwasthegreaterthanthedemandon
any of the other controls making the stabilator deflection the limiting factor in the
performanceof thesimulator.
The impact of the stabilatoractuatordynamicson the performanceof a model
following control systemwas investigatedby adding a first order differential equation
representingthe actuatorto themodel thatwasusedto evaluatethecontrol design. The
resultsshowedthat the stabilatoractuatordynamicshadthe greatesteffect on the pitch
responseof theaircraft. It wasconcludedthatintroducinganactuatorpoleresultedin a
timelagin thepitch rateandpitchattituderesponseandalsoresultedin adecreasedemand
in thestabilatordeflectionrequired. It wasfound that the naturalfrequencyof the pitch
responseandtherangeof pitchresponseavailabledependon thestabilatordeflectionlimits
andthatthereis acompromisebetweenthetwo. Greaterpitchnaturalfrequencywill result
in adecreasedrangeof motionandan increasedrangeof motion will requirea lowerpitch
responsenaturalfrequency.
This researchwasa preliminary investigationof the issuesinvolved in using the
stabilatorto enhancethein-flight simulationcapabilitiesof theRASCAL. Therearestill a
numberof possibleavenuesof investigationinvolving theadditionof thestabilatorto the
flight controlsystemof theRASCAL. A pilotedsimulationstudyinvolving theapplication
(" ,_t"
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of the stabilator as an active control would be useful in evaluating the its contribution to the
in-flight simulation capabilities of the RASCAL. Since the stabilator is an aerodynamic
surface, whose force and moment generating capabilities depend on flight speed, an
investigation into the gain scheduling requirements involved in adding the stabilator to the
RASCAL's flight control system would also be useful. Due to its substantial pitching
moment generating capabilities at high speeds, a more detailed study of the safety of flight
issues involved in adding the stabilator as an active control would be advisable. It would
be useful to define a flight envelope within which the stabilator could be safely used
without encroaching too much on the control margins of the primary controls.
Investigations into alternate uses for the stabilator including pitch attitude regulation in
forward flight as well as incorporation into the other programs planned for the RASCAL
would also be beneficial.
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This Appendix presents the reference frames used to measure the fuselage,
waterline and buttline stations of components on the helicopter and points of interest such
as the center of gravity. These figures are reprinted with permission from Sikorsky.
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This Appendix presents the aerodynamic model of the stabilator used in the Generic
Helicopter Simulation Program developed by Sikorsky Aircraft to simulate the the UH-60A
Black Hawk helicopter. The aerodynamic behavior of the stabilator was modelled using
wind tunnel data collected using the airfoil alone. The stabilator lift and drag coefficient
data is reproduced from [10] in Figures B.1 and B.2. The plots indicate that the lift and
drag coefficients of the stabilator are functions of the local angle of attack.
To compute the lift and drag acting on the stabilator (CLht and CDht), the local
dynamic pressure (QhO, the stabilator area (Sh0 and the local angle of attack (CXht) are
required. The equations for the lift and drag acting on the stabilator are given by the
following expressions:
Lht = Qht Sht CLht
Dht = Qht Sht CDht
The physical area of the stabilator is 45.0 square feet. The local angle of attack and the
local dynamic pressure are determined by computing the local velocity components at the
stabilator as follows:
Vx = Vxb*Kq - q*Zht + r*Yht + Vxint
Vy = Vyb*Kq + p*zht - r*xht + Vyint
Vz = Vzb*Kq + q*xht - P*Yht + Vzint
where Vxb, Wyb, and Vzb are the translational rates of the center of gravity, p, q and r are
th rotational rates of the aircraft, Xht, Yht and Zht are the distances between the stabilator and
the center of gravity, Kq is the dynamic pressure ratio and Vxint, Vyint and Vzint are the
sums of the velocity interference due to the main rotor and fuselage. The local angle of
attack (CZht) and dynamic pressure (Q_t) can then be computed as follows,
czht = iht + tan'l(Vz/IVx I)
Qht = 1/2*p*(Vx 2 + Vy 2 + Vz 2)
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ID: CASESOKT30 1 i:
m
FLIGHT CONDITIONS:
7-APR-92 80kt case
Velocity 80.00 Knots -> Mu - 0.1864
Altitude 0.00 feet
Climb Angle 0.00 degrees
Beta [Beta is trim variable for Mu>0.1
Turn Rate 0.00 deg/sec
HELICOPTER CONFIGURATION:
Gross Weight
Inertia wrt X-X
Inertia wrt Y-Y
Inertia wrt Z-Z
Inertia wrt X-Z
Buttline CG
Fuselage Station CG
Waterline CG
Rotational Speed
Main Rotor radius
Number of Blades
16790.00 ibs
4659.00 slugs-ft2
38512.00 slugs-ft2
36796.00 slugs-ft2
1882.00 slugs-ft2
0.00 inches
355.00 inches
248.20 inches
27.00 rad/sec
26.83 feet
4.00
CONTROL VECTOR:
Lateral Cyclic
Longitudinal Cyclic
Collective Pitch
Tail Rotor Collective
Horizontal Stabilator
5.093328 inches
4.650049 inches
4.130504 inches
3.027878 inches
10.000000 degrees
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STATE VECTOR:
Velocity - Forward
Velocity - Sideward
Velocity - Downward
Roll Rate
Pitch Rate
Yaw Rate
Bank Angle
Pitch Angle
Heading
Collective Flap Rate
Longitudinal Flap Rate
Lateral Flap Rate
Differential Flap Rate
Collective Flap
Longitudinal Flap
Lateral Flap
Differential Flap
Collective Lag Rate
Longitudinal Lag Rate
Lateral Lag Rate
Differential Lag Rate
Collective Lag
Longitudinal Lag
Lateral Lag
Differential Lag
Dynamic Twist
Dynamic Twist Rate
Constant Inflow
Ist Harmonic Cos Inflow
Ist Harmonic Sin Inflow
Tail Rotor Inflow
Delayed Downwash on Tail
Delayed Sidewash on Tail
Blade Azimuth Error
Rotor Speed
Gas Generator Speed
Fuel Flow
Fuel Flow Rate
p3, compressor discharge
p41, gas generator inlet
p45, power turbine inlet
41090
0
0
173
163
35
135.030794 ft/sec
1.488112 ft/sec
0.521271 ft/sec
-0.004995 deg/sec
-0.000003 deg/sec
-0.002703 deg/sec
0.007321 degrees
0.208292 degrees
0.000000 degrees
-0.034198 deg/sec
-0.786218 deg/sec
-0.582595 deg/sec
-0.314566 deg/sec
2.953387 degrees
0.601430 degrees
-0.602970 degrees
0.161569 degrees
-0.003232 deg/sec
-0.087195 deg/sec
-0.012922 deg/sec
0.118083 deg/sec
-3.511940 degrees
0.172414 degrees
0.017862 degrees
0.004035 degrees
-i 256921 degrees
-0 555913 deg/sec
0 015680
0 020084
-0 000737
0 016117
0 495985
0.103252
0 000000 degrees
27 000000 rad/sec
000000 RPM
121300 ibm/sec
000000 ibm/sec^2
400000 psi
800000 psi
300000 psi
Appendix D Linear Model of the UH-60A
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This appendix presents the thirty state linear model of the UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopter. Also presented is the eight state linear model which results from reducing the
thirty state model as described in Chapter 3.0.
D.1 Thirty State Linear Model
The thirty state linear model is of the form:
= Fx + G_i a
where the order of the states (x) and controls (Sa) and the corresponding units are presented
in Tables D.1 and D.2. The F and G matrices are presented following the states and
controls.
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TableD.1OrderandCorrespondingUnitsof the States of the Thirty State Linear Model
S ,mbol
LI
V
W
P
q
r
¢
0
131c
_ls
_2
_0
131c
131,
_2
_0
tic
State
Forward Velocity
Lateral Velocity
Vertical Velocity
Roll Rate
Pitch Rate
Yaw Rate
Roll Attitude
Pitch Attitude
Coning Rate
Flap Rate Cosine Component
Flap Rate Sine Component
Asymmetric Flap Rate
Coning Angle
Flap Angle Cosine Component
Flap Angle Sine Component
Asymmetric Flap Angle
Average Lag Rate
Lag Rate Cosine Component
Lag Rate Sine Component
_2 Asymmetric Lag Rate
to
tie
t15
t2
0DYN
I_I)YN
Average Lag Angle
Lag Angle Cosine Component
Lag Angle Sine Component
Asymmetric Lag Angle
Blade Dynamic Twist Angle
Blade Dynamic Twist Rate
Average Dynamic Inflow
Dynamic Inflow Cosine Component
Dynamic Inflow Sine Component
Asymmetric Dynamic Inflow
Units
Feet per Second
Feet per Second
Feet per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians
Radians
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians per Second
Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians
Radians per Second
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
Dimensionless
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Table D.2 Order and Corresponding Units of the Controls of the Thirty State Linear Model
S_,rnbol
_lat
_lon
_col
Control
Lateral Cyclic Stick
Longitudinal Cyclic Stick
Collective Lever
Pedals
Stabilator Incidence
Units
Inches
Inches
Inches
'Inches
Degrees
_l_t
_lon
col
iht
Lateral Cyclic Stick Rate
Longitudinal Cyclic Stick Rate
Collective Lever Rate
Pedal Rate
Stabilator Rate
Inches _er Second
Inches _er Second
Inches _er Second
Inches per Second
Degrees per Second
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F30 -
Columns 1 through 5
-2.1555e-02 1.5260e-04 -9.5858e-04
-7.8761e-03 -i.0538e-01 9.3987e-03
-2.2618e-02 5.5364e-03 -I.i070e-01
-5.0073e-03 -2.0735e-02 2.2643e-03
-4.8630e-03 1.6540e-02 -1.3384e-02
-2.1585e-03 1.5897e-02 -4.9613e-03
0 0 0
0 0 0
-9.6912e-02 2.2233e-02 1.4736e+00
7.3108e-02 2.4616e-01 2.9937e-01
2.0100e-Ol -1.2469e-01 4.1384e-01
-8.0016e-03 5.1742e-03 5.6225e-03
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
-2.6442e-03 1.5226e-02 2.6860e-02
-7.7641e-03 2.3323e-03 -2.4567e-02
-1.5696e-02 7.2279e-03 1.7273e-02
1.0545e-03 1.5231e-03 5.5258e-03
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
7. 6387e-01 -2.2742e-01 -i. 5015e+01
-1.6084e-03 5.3554e-05 6.8436e-03
-2.8505e-04 2.6305e-03 5.0488e-03
2.2342e-03 -I.1564e-03 5.3209e-03
-2.9395e-03 -2.4033e-02 1.2234e-02
-7 8979e-01
2 5894e-01
-i 4420e+00
-I 1253e-03
-2 2549e-02
1 3749e-01
1 0000e+00
0
5.6697e+00
5.9254e+01
-I.i146e+01
9.6161e-01
0
0
0
0
3.8459e-01
2.7059e-03
3.9840e-01
-4.4122e-03
0
0
0
0
0
-5.6477e+01
2.1896e-02
1.9443e-02
2.8165e-01
-1.8632e-01
-9.9683e-01
-8.4934e-01
1.3335e+02
4.2457e-01
-6.4062e-01
-1.4991e-01
4.6313e-07
1.0000e+00
-1.2898e+00
-1.2248e+01
-5.8585e+01
-3.2328e+00
0
0
0
0
-7.8512e-01
2.9860e-01
-5.3747e-01
1.9323e-01
b
0
0
1.3738e+01
1.1927e-03
2.7551e-01
-2.2946e-02
3.7703e-01
I00
Columns 6 through i0
1 2764e+00
-i 3324e+02
1 £503e+00
6 0357e-01
-2 2187e-01
-8 1409e-01
3 6355e-03
-i 2739e-04
-I 3573e+00
3 6675e+00
2 6754e-01
1 9916e-01
0
0
0
0
-8.1241e-01
-1.2128e-01
9,1184e-02
2.3260e-02
0
0
0
0
0
4.8435e+01
-1.8896e-02
-3.2028e-03
2.3927e-02
9.3273e-01
-2 7836e-i
3 2174e+0
-4 0986e-0
-3 4169e-i
2 0325e-i
-2 5606e-i
-3 3887e-0
-4 7281e-0
2 6170e-i
8 3898e-14
-4 6299e-13
2 6295e-31
0
0
0
0
-8.6395e-15
1.8869e-13
3.5692e-14
-2,2954e-15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 -3 2174e+01
1 -i 4901e-05
3 -i 1697e-01
3 -3 5610e-13
4 1 I156e-15
4 -2 8010e-14
9 4 7282e-07
7 0
4 3.0465e-14
-2.1196e-14
-4,1556e-13
1.2358e-14
0
0
0
0
-8.6457e-15
1.8624e-13
-2.4961e-14
3,1173e-15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 5362e-01
-i 4267e-01
-i 4517e+00
-I 1292e-01
1 i177e-02
-6 0701e-03
0
0
-2 8093e+01
-5 6447e+00
-7 2711e+00
-i 3083e-01
1 O000e+O0
-7 9212e-16
-6 9389e-18
-I 1565e-18
2 3254e+00
5 6590e-01
-9 4552e-01
-8 2243e-02
0
0
0
0
0
2.5818e+02
-i.0114e-01
-3.1032e-04
-9.7009e-02
0
2.5505e-02
-3.2733e-02
-8.4560e-02
-8.1839e-02
-8.4458e-03
-1.7802e-03
0
0
-2.7972e+00
-2.7949e+01
5.3948e+01
2.7982e+00
-3.9606e-16
1.0000e+00
-3.8681e-20
3.9613e-16
2.6733e-01
2.4277e+00
-2.7438e-02
-2.6265e-01
0
0
0
0
0
2.6454e+01
-1.0347e-02
-1.8791e-01
-1.4870e-01
0
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Columns ii through 15
-I 2633e-0
-8 0547e-0
-I 1653e-0
-I 2178e-0
1 8345e-0
5 6542e-0
0
-3.5956e+00
-5.4045e+01
-2.8264e+01
-3.5805e+00
-3.4694e-18
-4.7857e-20
l. O000e+O0
-1.4456e-18
-4.5097e-01
5.3921e-02
2.2293e+00
-4.5852e-01
0
0
0
0
0
3.4279e+01
-1.3425e-02
1.4603e-01
-1.9297e-01
0
1 -1.4585e-01
2 1.0376e-01
1 -1.9429e-02
1 6.4136e-02
2 1.2927e-02
5 7.1335e-03
0 0
0
-I 3232e-01
5 6882e+00
-7 1426e+00
-2 8009e+01
-I 1565e-18
7 9226e-16
-2 8912e-18
1 O000e+O0
-7 8904e-02
-5 3378e-01
-8 6980e-01
2 3242e+00
0
0
0
0
0
1.0349e+00
-4.0977e-04
5.9026e-02
-1.5023e-02
0
3 6760e+01
4 3231e+00
-5 3297e+02
2 7402e+00
5 5566e+00
2 2807e-02
0
0
-8.1550e+02
-1.3098e+02
1.1245e+02
2.2962e+01
0
0
0
0
1.7683e+00
-2.0953e+01
2.1703e+00
-5.7804e+00
0
0
0
0
0
7.8714e+01
-3.9345e-02
-1.8861e+00
3.7911e-02
-2.7776e-15
3.0987e+01
-1.4365e+01
5.5892e+00
-2.9097e+01
-5.9231e+00
-2.0824e+00
0
0
2.8963e+01
-i 0887e+02
7 4573e+02
1 6497e+02
7 6906e-17
1 1600e-18
1 1602e-14
5 2620e-17
1 4904e+00
1 2414e+01
-7 3576e+01
2 3065e+01
0
0
0
0
0
-2.1565e+02
6.7491e-03
-4.6102e+00
5.0311e+00
-1.3614e-01
-2.0129e+01
-2.3577e+01
-3.0740e+00
-4.1706e+01
4.2673e+00
-2.6058e+00
0
0
-1.8905e+01
-7.7016e+02
-7.3123e+01
1.3258e+02
-i.0665e-14
-i.1546e-14
-1.2112e-18
1.0652e-14
6.9951e+00
8.1693e+01
-I.0014e+01
-6.9007e+00
0
0
0
0
0
1.4507e+02
1.1825e-02
-4.7647e+00
-3.9263e+00
1.1914e-01
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Columns 16 through 20
3.4108e+00 -3.4150e-01
4.9305e+00 -I.1938e+00
-8.0798e-01 -2.1388e+00
2.9748e+00 -6.7437e-01
-2.4738e-01 5.4803e-02
1.5756e-01 -2.1298e+00
0 0
0 0
2.2912e+01 1.5388e+00
1.3770e+02 -7.5315e-01
1.1715e+02 -7.9712e-01
-7.8465e+02 -1.2082e-01
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-5.7610e+00 -1.4581e+01
1.9243e+01 3.6048e+00
7.4102e-01 -2.6733e+00
1.9370e+00 -2.7_12e+00
0 l.O000e+O0
0 6.2262e-17
0 -2.6599e-17
0 -7.3148e-17
0 0
-2.4424e+02 -4.7498e+01
9.5949e-02 1.8495e-02
2.7267e-01 6.2265e-03
1.1921e+00 -9.8716e-03
-2.7774e-15 0
-i 0763e+01
1 0514e+01
-6 4194e-01
6 6611e+00
8 1012e-01
8 0956e-01
0
0
-I.1443e-01
7.8613e+00
3.9736e+00
6.6374e-02
0
0
0
0
2 1004e+00
-i I167e+01
5 7175e+01
-I 6849e+00
3 i131e-17
i O000e+O0
-2 1712e-19
-3 0452e-17
0
-6.2226e-01
2.3739e-04
3.1846e-02
2.2954e-02
0
1.3581e+01
9.1817e+00
8.0809e-01
5.8121e+00
-I.0280e+00
2.3566e-01
0
0
-9.3948e-02
1.5925e+00
7.7886e+00
-1.6765e-01
0
0
0
0
-i 2763e+00
-5 7222e+01
-I 4856e+01
-I 1825e+00
-i 3300e-17
-2 2460e-19
1 0000e+00
-i 2432e-17
0
3.3484e+00
-1.3023e-03
-2.3656e-02
2.8452e-02
0
1.0409e+00
-9.1708e-02
5.4103e-02
-i.1662e-02
-8.3682e-02
-4.8567e-01
0
0
-I.1760e-01
-7.4254e-02
-I.0198e-01
1.6609e+00
0
0
0
0
-3 2945e+00
-3 3872e+00
-2 4880e+00
-I 2341e+01
-7 3148e-17
-6 0904e-17
-2 4864e-17
1 O000e+O0
0
1.2366e+00
-4.8448e-04
5.5920e-03
-5.2367e-03
0
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Columns 21 through 25
3 8246e-01
-I 1697e-01
-7 6843e-02
1 7640e-02
-6 8250e-02
-9 1526e+00
0
0
8.7208e+00
4.1881e+01
-3.2575e+00
1.0120e+00
0
0
0
0
-6.2498e+01
-9.9445e-01
2.8267e-01
2.7325e-02
0
0
0
0
0
-8.8687e+01
3.4596e-02
3.8292e-01
2.5130e-01
0
-2
-8
-i
-5
1
1
2491e+02
2883e+01
6435e+01
0931e+01
6972e+01
7448e÷00
0
0
2.4015e+01
8.6991e+00
-I.0684e+02
-i. 6897e+01
0
0
0
0
3 5982e+01
7 I191e+02
4 1658e+02
3 2487e+01
3 3188e-16
6 2162e-18
8 9188e-15
3 3426e-16
0
-3.2567e+02
1.2691e-01
4.8021e-01
-4.2464e-01
0
-i 0544e+02
1 5748e+02
-6 2596e+00
9 8657e+01
7 7277e+00
1 5584e+01
0
0
-3.7837e+00
1.3138e+02
7.4551e+01
2.9232e-01
0
0
0
0
5 5368e+01
-2 8642e+02
7 1876e+02
-4 4551e+01
8 3292e-16
-4 9960e-15
-5.9249e-18
-8.3241e-16
0
2.1800e+01
-8.5069e-03
5.3631e-01
4.5603e-01
0
-3 1776e-01
1 1463e+00
1 1252e+00
9 5670e-01
1 0227e-02
2 4698e-02
0
0
1.0744e+00
-4.1462e+01
-2.2536e+00
8.7206e+00
0
0
0
0
-7.0927e-03
l.lOlOe+O0
1.0290e+00
-5.2711e+01
0
0
0
0
0
6.6046e+00
-2.5181e-03
-2.1319e-01
-1.8478e-01
0
-6 4930e+00
3 8488e-01
4 8389e+01
1 3680e+00
-2 7167e-01
9 3488e-02
0
0
7.9746e+02
2.5481e+02
3.2246e+02
8.4831e+00
0
0
0
0
-2.4077e+01
-I.0557e+01
1.2139e+01
4.3521e+00
0
0
0
0
0
-2.9300e+04
2.8282e+00
5.2155e-02
4.3629e+00
0
I04
Columns 26 through 30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l. O000e+O0
-8.9100e+01
0
0
0
0
-3 0434e+00
-I 2227e+01
1 1827e+02
-4 4542e+00
2 I043e+01
5 9260e+00
0
0
-I.0630e+03
-2.0619e+02
-2.9786e+02
-3.7062e+00
0
0
0
0
-1.8406e+01
1.9937e+01
-1.2122e+01
-4.0989e+00
0
0
0
0
0
1. 082 le+O 4
-9,3382e+00
4.1229e+01
-4.2269e+00
-1.9601e+01
1 9431e+00
-8 0724e-01
-2 4309e-01
-6 7420e-01
-4 4802e-01
-4 5989e-02
0
0
1.5870e-01
-5.6601e+02
4.4210e+02
8.9660e+01
0
0
0
0
8.0484e+00
-7.7657e+00
9.3770e+00
-2.0145e+00
0
0
0
0
0
-7.5597e+00
-5.8078e+00
-4.2076e+01
2.6433e-01
0
-5 5859e-01
-8 5136e-01
-3 8162e+00
-3 2645e+00
1 2215e-01
-i 7505e-01
0
0
-1.4580e+02
-4.5095e+02
-5.8052e+02
-2.2071e+01
0
0
0
0
-1.3837e-01
-5.4181e+00
-1.3955e+01
-5.6454e+00
0
0
0
0
0
1,3984e+03
-4.8390e-01
2.0711e-01
-2.0711e+01
0
4.0406e-01
-i.1802e+01
4.8169e+00
-5.7453e+00
1.8940e+00
5.3174e+00
0
0
1.7944e-01
-1.8345e+00
-5.3698e+00
1.1073e-02
0
0
0
0
6.0303e+00
2.2014e+00
-8.8900e-01
9.7318e-03
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-6.6492e+01
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G30 -
Columns 1 through 5
2 2227e-02
8 2029e-03
-4 6244e-03
-6 8416e-03
-9 6404e-03
1 0668e-02
0
0
-8.1844e-01
-1.7671e+01
1.0821e+01
4.0834e+00
0
0
0
0
3.1232e-01
7.3582e-01
-2.3071e-01
9.8926e-02
0
0
0
0
0
8.1055e+00
-3.1466e-03
-2.1542e-01
-2.5345e-02
0
1 9036e-02
-7 8725e-03
1 3200e-01
1 1615e-01
-6 2399e-03
1 0224e-03
0
0
1.2030e+01
2.0276e+01
3.2983e+01
2.6484e+00
0
0
0
0
6.7527e-02
-7.6!52e-01
-9.6590e-01
5.5124e-02
0
0
0
0
0
-I.1818e+02
4.6256e-02
-4.0983e-02
4.1009e-01
0
-2 3610e-01
4 1004e-01
7 9123e-01
1 8628e-01
-7 0883e-02
-2 2123e-01
0
0
2.1799e+01
7.1994e+00
2.7209e+00
-8.3587e-01
0
0
0
0
-i.i027e+00
-1.9994e-01
5.0053e-01
1.2276e-01
0
0
0
0
0
-2.0340e+02
7.9334e-02
4.2713e-02
6.7982e-02
3.7796e-01
4.3555e-02
-1.5980e+00
5.7817e-01
-8.4664e-01
2.5905e-01
7.2208e-01
0
0
-6.8881e+00
-I.1902e+01
-1.9681e+01
-1.5207e+00
0
0
0
0
7.8071e-01
7.3608e-01
4.3397e-01
-3.0328e-02
0
0
0
0
0
6.7910e+01
-2.6580e-02
2.3546e-02
-2.3566e-01
-1.3084e+00
-3 5957e-02
-2 6178e-05
-i 3361e-01
1 7087e-05
-4 8697e-02
2 1076e-05
0
0
-5.0315e-03
-3.7509e-02
2.9230e-02
-7.0042e-05
0
0
0
0
2.7564e-04
-9.2766e-03
-i.1997e-02
2.0261e-04
0
0
0
0
C
0
0
0
0
I06
Columns 6 through I0
-4 5471e-04
I 0357e-03
-2 8108e-05
6 5455e-04
3 6570e-05
4 4539e-04
0
0
-8.4961e-06
5.2351e-04
3.8824e-04
-9,2658e-06
0
0
0
0
2.6835e-03
-1.2544e-03
3.3646e-03
2.9174e-03
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-I 6872e-0
1 0056e-0
-i 0768e-0
5 3956e-0
1 3195e-0
i 9753e-0
-3.9069e-0
6.2778e-0
2,2458e-04
-2.5141e-05
0
0
0
0
1.3077e-02
5.7378e-05
7.1048e-03
6. 9860e-03
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 -3 6002e-03
3 1 3688e-03
4 -2 I023e-04
4 8 6911e-04
4 2 7544e-04
3 2 5447e-04
0 0
0 0
5 -5.4287e-05
4 7.9457e-04
5,1439e-04
-2.4685e-05
0
0
0
0
1.2786e-03
1.9497e-03
1.1351e-02
4.8901e-04
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.6957e-04
-5.7788e-04
6.1876e-05
-3.1006e-04
-7.5825e-05
-I.1351e-03
0
0
2.2451e-05
-3,6075e-04
-I,2906e-04
1.4447e-05
0
0
0
0
-7.5146e-03
-3.2972e-05
-4.0827e-03
-4.0145e-03
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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D.2 Eight State Linear Model
The eight state linear model is of the form:
_s = Fsxs + GsSa
where the order of the states (xs) and controls (_5_) of the eight state model as well as the
corresponding units are presented in Tables D.3 and D.4. The Fs and Gs matrices are
presented following the states and controls.
Table D.3 Order and Corresponding Units of the States of the Eight State Linear Model
7
q
0
v
P
State
Forward Velocity
Flight Path Angle
Pitch Rate
Pitch Attitude
Lateral Velocity,
Roll Rate
Roll Attitude
r Yaw Rate
Units
Feet per Second
Degrees
DeFees per Second
Degrees
Feet per Second
Degrees per Second
Degrees
Degrees per Second
Table D.4 Order and Corresponding Units of the Controls of the Eight State Linear Model
Symbol
_lon
Control
Longitudinal Cyclic Stick
Units
Inches
8col Collective Lever Inches
51at Lateral Cyclic Stick Inches
InchesPedals
Stabilator Incidencelht Degrees
108
F8 -
Columns 1 through 5
-3.1815e-02
1.4061e-02
-2.9342e-01
0
-7.2442e-03
-4.0208e-01
0
-1.6762e-01
-5.6974e-02 1
-6.3225e-01 8
-2.2105e-01 -i
0 1
6.2077e-04 -8
-2.3819e+00 -8
0 4
9.1460e-01 -3
4734e-02
8614e-03
2779e+00
0000e+00
9640e-03
4664e-02
6313e-07
3803e-02
-5.0452e-01
6.3311e-01
2.2105e-01
0
-6.2103e-04
2.3819e+00
4.7282e-07
-9.1460e-01
3.2261e-03
5.1438e-03
9.4964e-01
o
-i.0358e-01
-1.8469e+00
0
6.2178e-01
Columns 6 through 8
-1.3050e-02
-4.6750e-05
1.8792e-01
0
-2.1758e-03
-2.9243e+00
1.0000e+00
-1.2658e-01
-3.8862e-15
2 9887e-05
1 3904e-14
-4 7281e-07
5 6150e-01
-3 3573e-13
-3 3887e-09
-2 3593e-14
2 1829e-02
-I 2805e-02
-I 8932e-01
-i 2739e-04
-2 3291e+00
3 2823e-01
3 6355e-03
-6 4776e-01
G8 =
-9.7218e-01
1.4435e+00
2.1747e+01
0
-1.5333e-01
5.4859e+00
0
-8.1107e-01
3.1948e-01
3.1958e+00
7.4702e+00
0
2.2539e-01
1.0167e+01
0
-1.9791e+00
-7.5831e-02
-2.1830e-01
1.6490e-01
0
3.1447e-01
6.0052e+01
0
3.3917e+00
6.5398e-01
-i.0527e+00
-4.0417e-01
0
-1.2208e+00
-4.0496e+01
0
3.0067e+01
-4.0908e-02
5.6659e-02
-2.7731e+00
0
1.2206e-05
1.2692e-01
0
6.9885e-03
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Appendix E Frequency Response Comparison of Eight State and Thirty. State Linear Models
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Figure E. 1 Frequency Response Comparison of the Pitch Attitude To Longitudinal Cyclic
Transfer Functions
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Functions
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Figure E.4 Frequency Response Comparison of the Roll Attitude To Lateral Cyclic Transfer
Functions
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Figure E.5 Frequency Response Comparison of the Yaw Rate To Pedals Transfer Functions
___rgendix F Feedback Control Design
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The feedback design consisted of feeding back the rotational rates and attitudes of
the aircraft to the pilot controls to improve the aircraft's stability and performance. The
loops were closed sequentially beginning with the roll loop since the lateral cyclic is the
fastest and the most decoupled. To regulate the aircraft's roll response, roll rate and roll
attitude were fed back to the lateral cyclic since it is the primary rolling moment control.
The yaw loop was closed next to regulate the yaw response. Yaw rate and the integral of
yaw rate were fed back to the pedals since the pedals are the primary yawing moment
control. Finally, to stabilize the divergent longitudinal mode, pitch rate and pitch attitude
were fed back to the longitudinal cyclic since the longitudinal cyclic is the primary pitching
moment control. The feedback design was conducted using the eight state, linear model of
the aircraft since the thirty state model was too cumbersome for classical control design.
In the feedback design process, the closed loop bandwidths were kept near or
below 5.0 radians per second. This was done since the frequency response comparisons in
Appendix E show that the unmodelled rotor dynamics begin to add significant phase lag in
the decade between one and ten radians per second. In closing the feedback loops, a phase
margin of seventy five degrees was desired. This specification was chosen to allow
approximately thirty degrees to account for the unmodelled dynamics and forty five degrees
as a stability margin.
The roll rate and attitude were fed back to the lateral cyclic to reduce the sensitivity
of the roll response. The roll loops were closed first since the roll axis is the fastest and
most decoupled. Because of this the yaw and pitch loops shouldn't change the closed loop
roll dynamics very much. To carry out the feedback design, the eight state model was
converted to the roll attitude to lateral cyclic transfer function using Matlab's SS2TF
function. Figure F. 1 presents the frequency response of this transfer function. Since the
open loop system is unstable, the frequency responses of the transfer functions don't have
any physical meaning. However, as long as the closed loop system is stable, the frequency
responses can be used to provide useful information about the system. It can be seen that
at frequencies below 0.1 rad/sec, the roll attitude to lateral cyclic transfer function has a
gain of approximately thirty four dB indicating a steady state roll attitude response of
approximately fifty degrees per inch of lateral cyclic. At frequencies above one rad/sec, the
magnitude rolls off at forty dB/decade indicating roll acceleration response to lateral cyclic
stick. However, the higher order dynamics are not accounted for in this model. From
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AppendixE, it canbeseenthatthephasecontinuesto decreaseinsteadof asymptotically
approaching-180.0degreesasis predictedin thismodel.
Theconstantgainroll rateandroll attitudefeedbackto the lateralcyclic result in a
simplefeedbackcontrollaw whichcanbe representedby theequation
Sla t =- kp p- k 0 I}
The roll attitude and roll rate feedback gains were determined by adding an additional zero
into the forward path to account for the roll rate feedback. The design was then carried out
using a classical control approach using the following loop transmission function:
G(s) = k, (xs + 1) kpO(s) _ = __
Slat(s) ' ko
The influences of the roll rate gain (kp) and the roll attitude gain (k¢) were determined using
a root locus, which is presented in Figure F.2. The ratio of the roll rate gain to the roll
attitude gain (x) was fixed at different values and then the corresponding loci were plotted.
Figure F.2 shows the root loci'for no roll rate feedback and for a gain ratio (x) of 0.1667.
The loci show that feeding back the roll rate proportional to the roll attitude adds damping
to the high frequency complex pair. The other eigenvaiues are relatively insensitive to the
roll feedback. At the selected gains, the natural frequency of the complex pair is just above
five radians per second and the damping is approximately seventy percent. Figure F.3
presents the frequency response of the loop transmission function when the attitude
feedback gain is 0.0667 inches/degree and the rate feedback gain is 0.4
inches/degree/second. The frequency response indicates that the system possesses
approximately seventy five degrees of phase margin at the gain crossover frequency.
While the sensitivity of the open loop system is unity at all frequencies the
sensitivity of the closed loop system is defined as:
1
S(s) = --
1 + G(s)
Figure F.4 presents the sensitivity of the closed loop roll attitude response and shows that
the sensitivity of the roll response has been attenuated by an order of magnitude at
frequencies below 0.5 radians per second but approaches unity at higher frequencies where
feedback is not effective.
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With the roll loops closed, the yaw rate and the integral of the yaw rate were fed
back to the pedals to reduce the sensitivity of the yaw response. The transfer function
between the yaw rate and the pedals was again determined from the eight state model using
Maflab's SS2TF function. To make sure that the yaw rate response was regulated about
the origin, the integral of the yaw rate was fed back in addition to the yaw rate. The
frequency response of the transfer function between the integral of the yaw rate and the
pedals is presented in Figure F.5. At low frequencies, the plot has a slope of twenty
dB/decade indicating the presence of the integrator that was added to provide high gain at
low frequencies. The design procedure was identical to the roll loop design procedure.
The constant gain yaw rate and integral yaw rate feedback to the pedals is given by
Sped = - kr r - ki _r
The determination of the yaw rate and integral yaw rate feedback gains was achieved by
adding an additional zero into the forward path to account for the yaw rate feedback. The
design was then carded out using a classical control approach using the following loop
transmission function:
1 r(s) kr
G(s) = ki (_s + 1) s , x = k_
,3p d(s)
The integrator was added to provide the integral of yaw rate. This requires an additiona _
state equation to be added to the linear model to provide the integral of the yaw rate. The
state equation added was simply
fr=r
The influences of the yaw rate gain (kr) and the integral yaw rate gain (ki) were determined
using a root locus, which is presented in Figure F.6. The ratio (x) of the yaw rate gain to
the integral yaw rate gain was fixed at different values and then the corresponding loci were
plotted. Figure F.6 shows the loci for gain ratios of zero and 0.2. The figure shows that
the addition of the yaw rate feedback adds damping to the mid frequency complex pair
causing them to coalesce at high enough values of the integral yaw rate gain. The real pole
is also driven farther into the left half plane when yaw rate is fed back. The figure shows
that the yaw feedback has a small effect on the roll complex pair and also adds damping to
the low frequency complex pair. When the yaw rate feedback gain is equal to 0.2
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inches/degree/second and the integral yaw rate gain is 0.2 inches/degree, the real pole is at
-5.0 radians per second. Figure F.7 presents the frequency response of the corresponding
loop transmission and shows that this loop possesses a phase margin in excess of eighty
degrees at the gain crossover frequency. Figure F.8 presents the sensitivity of the integral
of the yaw rate when the roll and yaw loops are closed. The sensitivity of the closed loop
system is again defined as:
1
S(s) = --
1 + G(s)
Figure F.8 shows that at low frequencies the sensitivity approaches zero indicating that the
steady state yaw rate response should be well regulated.
Once the roll and yaw loops were closed to desensitize the off axis responses to
longitudinal commands, the pitch rate and pitch attitude were fed back to the longitudinal
cyclic to stabilize the unstable pole and provide an adequate degree of stability. The
transfer function between the pitch attitude and the longitudinal cyclic was also obtained
from the eight state linear model using Matlab's SS2TF function. The frequency response
of this transfer function is presented in Figure F.9. This figure shows that at frequencies
below 0.1 radians per second, the pitch attitude is proportional to the longitudinal cyclic
deflection but reaches a peak at 0.35 radians per second and then rolls off at a rate of forty
dB/decade.
The constant gain pitch rate and pitch attitude feedback to the longitudinal cyclic is
represented by the control law
81on =" kq q- ko 0
The determination of the pitch rate and pitch attitude feedback gains was achieved by
adding an additional zero into the forward path to account for the pitch rate feedback. The
design was then carried out using a classical control approach using the following loop
transmission function:
G(s)=k o(xs+l) O(s__.__L.),x=kq
_lon(S) k°
The influences of the pitch rate gain (1%) and the pitch attitude gain (ko) were determined
using a root locus, which is presented in Figure F.10. The ratio (x) of the pitch rate gain to
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the pitch attitude gain was fixed at different values and then the corresponding loci were
plotted. Figure F. 10 shows the loci for gain ratios of zero and 0.333. The figure shows
that the attitude feedback stabilizes the unstable pole as desired. The addition of the rate
feedback increases the bandwidth of the mid frequency complex pair and increases the
damping of the low frequency complex pair. The root loci also show that the roll complex
pair is not affected by the pitch feedback. Figure F. 11 presents the frequency response of
the corresponding loop transmission and shows that, at low frequency, there is
approximately seven dB of gain margin when the phase is -180 degrees. Figure F.12
presents a Nyquist plot of the pitch loop transmission including the compensation. Since
there is one unstable pole in the open loop transfer function, the Nyquist stability criterion
requires that for the closed loop transfer function to be stable, the plot of the pitch loop
transmission must encircle the -1.0 point once in a counter-clockwise direction. The
Nyquist plot presented in Figure F. 12 confirms that with the pitch attitude and pitch rate
feedback the -1.0 point is encircled once in a counter-clockwise direction indicating that the
closed loop transfer function will be stable. The Nyquist plot also indicates that the closed
loop system will have a gain margin of 7.2 dB at low frequency and a phase margin of
73.2 degrees at a frequency of 4.9 radians per second.
The entire feedback control law that stabilizes the aircraft's divergent longitudinal
mode and also suppresses the lateral-directional response to longitudinal inputs is given by
the following equations:
bat =- (0.0667 in/deg/sec) p - (0.4 in/deg) ¢
_d = - (0.2 in/deg/sec) r - (0.2 in/deg) Jr
_on = - (0.2 in/deg/sec) q - (0.6 irddeg) 0
The eigenvalues of the closed loop system are presented in Table F. 1. Note that there are
nine eigenvalues instead of eight since the integral of the yaw rate was added to the model
which increased the order of the system by one.
To evaluate the sensitivity reduction properties of the lateral-directional feedback,
the roll attitude sensitivity function and the integral of yaw ram sensitivity function were
computed and compared with the sensitivity functions determined during the design
process. The sensitivity function is a transfer function between the variable of interest and
an input (5i) which is injected at the output of the aircraft. The corresponding sensitivity
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function(S(s))is givenby theexpression:
S(s) = C(sI-(F-GKrb)-i)GKrt,C T + I
C=[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0] for roll attitude sensitivity
C=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] for integral of yaw rate sensitivity
Figure F.13 presents the roll attitude sensitivity comparison which shows that the
sensitivity of the roll response is degraded by closing the yaw and pitch loops after closing
the roll loops. At low frequencies, the roll sensitivity is particularly degraded when
compared to the sensitivity computed when only the roll loops were closed. However, the
roll feedback still has a beneficial effect on the sensitivity by reducing it at frequencies
below four radians per second. Figure F. 14 presents the integral of yaw rate sensitivity
comparison which shows that the yaw sensitivity is degraded by closing the pitch loop after
closing the yaw loop. This figure shows that the sensitivity function is degraded by a fairly
constant amount at low frequencies. This comparison also shows that, though the
sensitivity is degraded by closing the proceeding loops, the yaw feedback still has a
beneficial effect on the sensitivity at frequencies below two radians per second.
Table F. 1 Eigenvalues of the Nine State Model of the Augmented Aircraft Trimmed at
Eighty Knots with the Stabilator Ten Degrees Trailing Edge Down
Ei_envalues
- 0.0294
- 0.0743
- 0.6091
- 1.3650
Mode Characteristics
I
Lateral Velocity
Forward Velocity and Lateral Velocit_
Flight Path An_le and Lateral Velocity
Yawin_ and Lateral Velocity
- 2.8083 ± 2.2768
-5.0679
- 3.6117 ± 3.8213
Pitchin 8
Rollin_ and Yawin_
Rollin_
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Figure F. 11 Frequency Response of Pitch Loop Transmission (kq = 0.2, ko = 0.6)
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_kppendix G Model of Desired Lon_tudinal Dynamics
The four state linear model of the desired dynamics is of the form:
where the
131
Xml = Fmll Xml +Gml _¢
order of the longitudinal states (xml) and command inputs (8c) and the
corresponding units are presented in Tables G.1 and G.2. The Frail and Gml matrices are
presented following the states and controls.
Table G. 1 Order and Corresponding Units of the States of the Four State Linear Model of
the Desired Dynamics
S_,mbol
Ur_
Ym
qm
0m
State
Desired Forward Veloci_
Desired Flight Path Angle
Desired Pitch Rate
Desired Pitch A_tude
Units
Feet per Second
Degrees
De_rees per Second
Degrees
Table G.2 Order and Corresponding Units of the Inputs of the Four State Linear Model of
the Desired Dynamics
S_,mbol
u¢
Ye
! Control ]
Commanded Forward Veloci_
Commanded Hight Path Angle
Oc Commanded Pitch Attitude Degrees
Units
Feet per Second
Degrees
Fml i =
-0.5000 0 0 0
0 -5.0000 0 0
0 0 -7.0000 -25.0000
0 0 1.0000 0
Gml
0.5000 0 0
0 5.0000 0
0 0 25.0000
0 0 0

